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Abstract
In this article, we developed a new block encryption algorithm based on network RFWKIDEA32-1 using of
the transformations of the encryption algorithm AES, which is called AES-RFWKIDEA32-1. The block’s length
of this encryption algorithm is 256 bits, the number of rounds are 10, 12 and 14. The advantages of the encryption
algorithms are that, when encryption and decryption process used the same algorithm. In addition, the encryption
algorithm AES-RFWKIDEA32-1 encrypts faster than AES.
Keywords: Advanced encryption standard, Feystel network, Lai-Massey scheme, round function, round keys, output
transformation
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Introduction

In September 1997, the National Institute of Standards and Technology issued a public call for proposals for a new
block cipher to succeed the Data Encryption Standard [37]. Out of 15 submitted algorithms the Rijndael cipher by
Daemen and Rijmen [22] was chosen to become the new Advanced Encryption Standard in November 2001 [15]. The
Advanced Encryption Standard is a block cipher with a fixed block length of 128 bits. It supports three different
key lengths: 128 bits, 192 bits, and 256 bits. Encrypting a 128-bit block means transforming it in n rounds into a
128-bit output block. The number of rounds n depends on the key length: n =10 for 128-bit keys, n =12 for 192-bit
keys, and n=14 for 256-bit keys. The 16-byte input block (t0 , t1 , . . . , t15 ) which is transformed during encryption is
usually written as a 4x4 byte matrix, the called AES State.

The structure of each round of AES can be reduced to four basic transformations occurring to the elements of the
State. Each round consists in applying successively to the State the SubBytes(), ShiftRows(), MixColumns() and
AddRoundKey() transformations. The first round does the same with an extra AddRoundKey() at the beginning
whereas the last round excludes the MixColumns() transformation.
The SubBytes() transformation is a nonlinear byte substitution that operates independently on each byte of the
State using a substitution table (S-box). Figure 1 illustrates the SubBytes() transformation on the State.
In the ShiftRows() transformation operates on the rows of the State; it cyclically shifts the bytes in each row by
a certain offset. For AES, the first row is left unchanged. Each byte of the second row is shifted one to the left.
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Figure 1: SubBytes() transformation

Similarly, the third and fourth rows are shifted by offsets of two and three respectively. Figure 2 illustrates the
ShiftRows() transformation.

Figure 2: ShiftRows() transformation

The MixColumns() transformation operates on the State column-by-column, treating each column as a four-term
polynomial. The columns are considered as polynomials over GF(28 ) and multiplied modulo x4 + 1 with a fixed
polynomial a(x), given by a(x) = 3x2 + x2 + x + 2. Let p = a(x) ⊗ s0 :
 0

 

s4i
p4i
02 03 01 01
 p4i+1   01 02 03 01   s0

  4i+1

=

0
 p4i+2   01 01 02 03   s4i+2  , i = 0...3
03 01 01 02
p4i+3
s04i+3
As a result of this multiplication, the four bytes in a column are replaced by the following:
y4i

=

({02} • s04i ) ⊕ ({03} • s04i+1 ) ⊕ s04i+2 ⊕ s04i+3

y4i+1

=

s04i ⊕ ({02} • s04i+1 ) ⊕ ({03} • s04i+2 ) ⊕ s04i+3

y4i+2

=

s04i ⊕ s04i+1 ⊕ ({02} • s04i+2 ) ⊕ ({03} • s04i+3 )

y4i+4

=

({03} • s04i ) ⊕ s04i+1 ⊕ s04i+2 ⊕ ({02} • s04i+3 ).

Figure 3 illustrates the MixColumns() transformation.

Figure 3: MixColumns() transformation
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Analysis of AES, PES and IDEA

The first attack is a SQUARE attack suggested in [10] which uses 2128 - 2119 chosen plaintexts and 2120 encryptions.
The second attack is a meet-in-the-middle attack proposed in [13] that requires 232 chosen plaintexts and has a
time complexity equivalent to almost 2128 encryptions. Recently, another attack on 7-round AES-128 was presented
in [19]. The new attack is an impossible differential attack that requires 2117.5 chosen plaintexts and has a running
time of 2121 encryptions. Similar results, but with better attack algorithms and lower complexities were reported
in [3]. The resulting impossible differential attack on 7-round AES-192 has a data complexity of 292 chosen plaintexts
and time complexity of 2162 encryptions, while the attack on AES-256 uses 2116.5 chosen plaintexts and running time
of 2247.5 encryptions.
There are several attacks on AES-192 [3, 9, 10, 16, 19, 24]. The two most notable ones are the SQUARE attack
on 8-round AES-192 presented in [10] that requires almost the entire code book and has a running time of 2188
encryptions and the meet in the middle attack on 7-round AES-192 in [24] that requires 234+n chosen plaintexts
and has a running time of 2208−n + 282+n encryptions. Legitimate values for n in the meet in the middle attack on
AES-192 are 94 ¡ n ¡ 17, thus, the minimal data complexity is 251 chosen plaintexts (with time complexity equivalent
to exhaustive search), and the minimal time complexity is 2146 (with data complexity of 297 chosen plaintexts).
AES-256 is analyzed in [3, 9, 10, 19, 24]. The best attack is the meet in the middle attack in [24] which uses 232
chosen plaintexts and has a total running time of 2209 encryptions. Finally, we would like to note the existence of
many related-key attacks on AES-192 and AES-256. As the main issue of this paper is not related-key attacks, and
as we deal with the single key model, we do not elaborate on the matter here, but the reader is referred to [42] for the
latest results on related-key impossible differential attacks on AES and to [17] for the latest results on related-key
rectangle attacks on AES.
The strength of AES with respect to impossible differentials was challenged several times. The first attack of this
kind is a 5-round attack presented in [5]. This attack is improved in [7] to a 6-round attack. In [16], an impossible
differential attack on 7-round AES-192 and AES-256 is presented. The latter attack uses 292 chosen plaintexts (or
292.5 chosen plaintexts for AES-256) and has a running time of 2186 encryptions (or 2250.5 encryptions for AES256). The time complexity of the latter attack was improved in [3] to 2162 encryptions for AES-192. In [19] a new
7-round impossible differential attack was presented. The new attack uses a different impossible differential, which
is of the same general type as the one used in previous attacks (but has a slightly different structure). Using the
new impossible differential leads to an attack that requires 2117.5 chosen plaintexts and has a running time of 2121
encryptions. This attack was later improved in [3, 20] to use 2115.5 chosen plaintexts with time complexity of 2119
encryptions.
The last application of impossible differential cryptanalysis to AES was the extension of the 7-round attack
from [19] to 8-round AES-256 in [3]. The extended attack has a data complexity of 2116.5 chosen plaintexts and
time complexity of 2247.5 encryption. We note that there were three more claimed impossible differential attacks
on AES in [40, 41, 43]. However, as all these attacks are flawed [2]. In paper [6] present a new attack on 7-round
AES-128, a new attack on 7-round AES-192, and two attacks on 8-round AES-256. The attacks are based on the
attacks proposed in [16, 19] but use additional techniques, including the early abort technique and key schedule
considerations.
The best attack we present on 8-round AES-256 requires 289.1 chosen plaintexts and has a time complexity of
129.7
2
memory accesses. These results are significantly better than any previously published impossible differential
attack on AES. We summarize results along with previously known results in Table 1.
The Proposed Encryption Standard (PES) is a 64-bit block cipher, using a 128-bit key, designed by Lai and
Massey in 1990 (see [11]) and was a predecessor to IDEA (International Data Encryption Algorithm) [8]. IDEA was
originally called IPES (Improved PES). PES iterates eight rounds plus an output transformation. The cryptanalysis
of PES and IDEA presented on Table 2 and Table 3.
On the basis of encryption algorithm IDEA and Lai-Massey scheme developed the networks IDEA32-1 and
RFWKIDEA32-1, consisting from one round function [27, 36]. In the networks IDEA32-1 and RFWKIDEA321, similarly as in the Feistel network, when it encryption and decryption using the same algorithm. In the networks
used one round function having 16 input and output blocks and as the round function can use any transformation.
Using transformation SubBytes(), ShiftRows(), MixColumns(), AddRoundKey() AES encryption algorithm as
a round function networks IDEA8-1 [28], RFWKIDEA8-1 [28], PES8-1 [29], RFWKPES8-1 [30], IDEA16-1 [26],
created encryption algorithms AES-IDEA8-1 [33], AES-RFWKIDEA8-1 [35], AES-PES8-1 [34], AES-RFWKPES81 [31], AES-IDEA16-1 [32].
In this paper developed block encryption algorithm AES-RFWKIDEA32-1 based network RFWKIDEA32-1 [36]
using transformation of the encryption algorithm AES. The length of block of the encryption algorithms is 256 bits,
the number of rounds n equal to 10, 12, 14 and the length of key is variable from 256 bits to 1024 bits in steps 128
bits, i.e., key length is equal to 256, 384, 512, 640, 768, 896 and 1024 bits.
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Table 1: A summary of the attacks on AES
Number of rounds

complexity
Data (CP)
Time
AES-128
2128 - 2119
2120
117.5
2
2121
117.5
2
2119
32
2
2128
112.2
117.2
2
2
MA
AES-192
232
2184
19 · 232
2155
92
2
2186.2
115.5
2
2119
92
2
2162
34+n
208−n
2
2
+ 282+n
128
119
188
2 −2
2
2113.8
2118.8 MA
291.2
2139.2
AES-256
232
2200
32
21 · 2
2172
292.5
2250.5
32
2
2208
34+n
208−n
2
2
+ 282+n
115.5
119
2
2
2116.5
2247.5
2128 − 2119
2204
32
2
2209
113.8
118.8
2
2
MA
292
2163 MA
2111.1
2227.8 MA
89.1
2
2229.7 MA

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
8
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
7
7
8
8

Attack type

Square [10]
Impossible Differential [10]
Impossible Differential [20, 3]
Meet in the middle [13]
Impossible Differential [6]
Square [9]
Square [10]
Impossible Differential [16]
Impossible Differential [3]
Impossible Differential [3]
Meet in the middle [24]
Square [10]
Impossible Differential [6]
Impossible Differential [6]
Square [9]
Square [10]
Impossible Differential [16]
Meet in the middle [24]
Meet in the middle [24]
Impossible Differential [3]
Impossible Differential [3]
Square [10]
Meet in the middle [24]
Impossible Differential [6]
Impossible Differential [6]
Impossible Differential [6]
Impossible Differential [6]

Table 2: A summary of the attacks on IDEA
Attack Type
Differential [12]
Differential [38]
Differential [12]
Related-Key Differential [39]
Differential-Linear [21]
Differential [1]
Truncated Differential [23, 21]
Miss-in-the-middle [25]
Miss-in-the-middle [25]
Related-Key Differential-Linear [4]
Miss-in-the-Middle [25]
Square attack [18]
Square attack [18]
Square [18]
Related-Key Square [18]

Year
1993
1993
1993
1996
1996
1996
1997
1998
1998
1998
1998
2000
2000
2000
2001

Attacked Rounds
2
2.5
2.5
3
3
3
3.5
3.5
4
4
4.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5

Key Bits round
32
32
96
32
32
32
48
64
69
15
80
77
31
31
32

Chosen Plaintext
210
210
210
6
230
230
256
238.5
237
38.3
264
3 · 216
232
248
2

Time
242
232
2106
6 · 232
244
0.75 · 244
267
253
270
2112
263 + 247
262
279
241
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Table 3: A summary of the attacks on PES
Attack Type
Differential [14]
Square [18]
Square [18]
Related-Key Square [18]

3

Year
1991
2000
2001
2001

Attacked Rounds
7
2.5
2.5
2.5

Key Bits round
96
31
31
32

Chosen Plaintext
264
217
232
2

Time
2160
247
263
241

The Encryption Algorithm AES-RFWKIDEA32-1

3.1

The Structure of the Encryption Algorithm AES-RFWKIDEA32-1

In the encryption algorithm AES-RFWKIDEA32-1 as the round function used SubBytes(), ShiftRows(), MixColumns() transformation of encryption algorithm AES. The scheme n-rounded encryption algorithm AES-RFWKIDEA321 shown in Figure 4, and the length of subblocks X 0 , X 1 , ..., X 31 , length of round keys K32(i−1) , K32(i−1)+1 , ...,
K32(i−1)+31 ,, i = 1...n + 1 and K32n+32 , K32n+33 , ..., K32n+95 are equal to 8-bits.
Consider the round function of the encryption algorithm AES-RFWKIDEA32-1. Initially 32-bit subblocks t0 ,
t1 , . . . , t15 are written into the State array and are executed the above transformations SubBytes(), ShiftRows(),
MixColumns(). After the MixColumns() transformation we obtain 8-bits subblocks y0 , y1 , ..., y15 , where y0 =p0 ,
y1 =p1 , ..., y15 =p15 .
The S-box SubBytes() transformation shown in Table 4 and is the only nonlinear transformation. The length of
the input and output blocks S-box is eight bits. For example, if the input value the S-box is equal to 0xE7, then the
output value is equal 0x79, i.e. selected elements of intersection row 0xE and column 0x7.
Table 4: The S-box of encryption algorithm AES-RFWKIDEA32-1

Consider the encryption process of encryption algorithm AES-RFWKIDEA32-1. Initially the 256-bit plaintext X
partitioned into subblocks of 8-bits X00 , X01 , . . . , X031 , and performs the following steps:
1) Subblocks X00 , X01 , . . . , X031 summed by XOR respectively with round keys K32n+32 , K32n+33 , ..., K32n+63 :
X0j = X0j ⊕ K32n+32+j , j = 0...31.
2) Subblocks X00 , X01 , . . . , X031 multiplied and summed respectively with the round keys K32(i−1) , K32(i−1)+1 ,
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Figure 4: The scheme n-rounded encryption algorithm AES-RFWKIDEA32-1
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. . . , K32(i−1)+31 and calculated 8-bit subblocks t0 , t1 , . . . , t15 . This step can be represented as follows:
t0

=

0
16
(Xi−1
+ K32(i−1) ) ⊕ (Xi−1
· K32(i−1)+16 ),

t1

=

1
17
(Xi−1
· K32(i−1)+1 ) ⊕ (Xi−1
+ K32(i−1)+17 ),

t2

=

2
18
(Xi−1
+ K32(i−1)+2 ) ⊕ (Xi−1
· K32(i−1)+18 ),

t3

=

3
19
(Xi−1
· K32(i−1)+3 ) ⊕ (Xi−1
+ K32(i−1)+19 ),

t4

=

4
20
(Xi−1
+ K32(i−1)+4 ) ⊕ (Xi−1
· K32(i−1)+20 ),

t5

=

5
21
(Xi−1
· K32(i−1)+5 ) ⊕ (Xi−1
+ K32(i−1)+21 ),

t6

=

6
22
(Xi−1
+ K32(i−1)+6 ) ⊕ (Xi−1
· K32(i−1)+22 ),

t7

=

7
23
(Xi−1
· K32(i−1)+7 ) ⊕ (Xi−1
+ K32(i−1)+23 ),

t8

=

8
24
(Xi−1
+ K32(i−1)+8 ) ⊕ (Xi−1
· K32(i−1)+24 ),

t9

=

9
25
(Xi−1
· K32(i−1)+9 ) ⊕ (Xi−1
+ K32(i−1)+25 ),

t10

=

10
26
(Xi−1
+ K32(i−1)+10 ) ⊕ (Xi−1
· K32(i−1)+26 ),

t11

=

11
27
(Xi−1
· K32(i−1)+11 ) ⊕ (Xi−1
+ K32(i−1)+27 ),

t12

=

12
28
(Xi−1
+ K32(i−1)+12 ) ⊕ (Xi−1
· K32(i−1)+28 ),

t13

=

13
29
(Xi−1
· K32(i−1)+13 ) ⊕ (Xi−1
+ K32(i−1)+29 ),

t14

=

14
30
(Xi−1
+ K32(i−1)+14 ) ⊕ (Xi−1
· K32(i−1)+30 ),

t15

=

15
31
(Xi−1
· K32(i−1)+15 ) ⊕ (Xi−1
+ K32(i−1)+31 ), i = 1.

3) Performed SubBytes(), ShiftRows(), MixColumns() transformation. Output subblocks of the round function
of the encryption algorithm are y0 , y1 , . . . , y31 .
j
j
0
1
31
4) Subblocks y0 , y1 , . . . , y31 are summed to XOR with subblocks Xi−1
, Xi−1
, . . . , Xi−1
, i.. Xi−1
= Xi−1
⊕ y15−j ,
j+16
j+16
Xi−1
= Xi−1
⊕ y15−j , j = 0...15, i = 1.
j
31−j
0
5) At the end of the round subblocks Xi−1
and Xi−1
, j = 1...15 swapped, i.., Xi0 = Xi−1
,
2
29
3
28
4
27
5
26
6
25
7
24
8
23
Xi = Xi−1 , Xi = Xi−1 , Xi = Xi−1 , Xi = Xi−1 , Xi = Xi−1 , Xi = Xi−1 , Xi = Xi−1
,
21
20
19
18
17
16
15
Xi10 = Xi−1
, Xi11 = Xi−1
, Xi12 = Xi−1
, Xi13 = Xi−1
, Xi14 = Xi−1
, Xi15 = Xi−1
, Xi16 = Xi−1
,
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
Xi18 = Xi−1
, Xi19 = Xi−1
, Xi20 = Xi−1
, Xi21 = Xi−1
, Xi22 = Xi−1
, Xi23 = Xi−1
, Xi24 = Xi−1
,
5
4
3
2
1
31
Xi26 = Xi−1
, Xi27 = Xi−1
, Xi28 = Xi−1
, Xi29 = Xi−1
, Xi30 = Xi−1
, Xi31 = Xi−1
, i = 1.

Xi1 =
Xi9 =
Xi17 =
Xi25 =

30
Xi−1
,
22
Xi−1
,
14
Xi−1
,
6
Xi−1
,

6) Repeating steps 2-5 n times, i.e., i = 2...n obtain subblocks Xn0 , Xn1 , . . . , Xn31 .
0
7) In output transformation round keys are multiplied and summed into subblocks, i.e. Xn+1
= Xn0 + K32n ,
5
2
29
3
28
4
27
1
30
=
Xn+1 = Xn · K32n+1 , Xn+1 = Xn + K32n+2 , Xn+1 = Xn · K32n+3 , Xn+1 = Xn + K32n+4 , Xn+1
24
8
23
9
22
26
6
25
7
Xn · K32n+5 , Xn+1 = Xn + K32n+6 , Xn+1 = Xn · K32n+7 , Xn+1 = Xn + K32n+8 , Xn+1 = Xn · K32n+9 ,
10
11
12
13
14
=
Xn+1
= Xn21 + K32n+10 , Xn+1
= Xn20 · K32n+11 , Xn+1
= Xn19 + K32n+12 , Xn+1
= Xn18 · K32n+13 , Xn+1
17
15
16
16
15
17
14
18
13
Xn + K32n+14 , Xn+1 = Xn · K32n+15 , Xn+1 = Xn · K32n+16 , Xn+1 = Xn + K32n+17 , Xn+1 = Xn · K32n+18 ,
19
20
21
22
23
Xn+1
= Xn12 + K32n+19 , Xn+1
= Xn11 · K32n+20 , Xn+1
= Xn10 + K32n+21 , Xn+1
= Xn9 · K32n+22 , Xn+1
=
6
26
5
27
4
8
24
7
25
Xn + K32n+23 , Xn+1 = Xn · K32n+24 , Xn+1 = Xn + K32n+25 , Xn+1 = Xn · K32n+26 , Xn+1 = Xn + K32n+27 ,
29
30
31
28
= Xn31 + K32n+31 ;
= Xn3 · K32n+28 , Xn+1
= Xn2 + K32n+29 , Xn+1
= Xn1 · K32n+30 , Xn+1
Xn+1
31
0
1
, . . . , Xn+1
are summed to XOR with the round key K32n+64 , K32n+65 , . . . , K32n+95 :
8) Subblocks Xn+1
, Xn+1
j
j
Xn+1 = Xn+1 ⊕ K32n+64+j , j = 0...31. As ciphertext plaintext X receives the combined 16-bit subblocks
0
1
31
Xn+1
||Xn+1
||...||Xn+1
.

3.2

Key Generation of the Encryption Algorithm AES-RFWKIDEA32-1

In n-rounded encryption algorithm AES-RFWKIDEA32-1 in each round we applied sixteen (32) round keys of the
8-bit and output transformation thirty two round keys of the 8-bit. In addition, before the first round and after the
output transformation we used thirty two round keys of 8-bits. Total number of 8-bit round keys is equal to 32n+96.
In Figure 4 encryption used encryption round keys Kic instead of Ki , while decryption used decryption round keys
Kid . If n=10 then need 416 to generate round keys, if n=12, you need to generate 480 round keys and if n=14 need
544 to generate round keys.
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When generating round keys like the AES encryption algorithm uses an array Rcon: Rcon=[0x01, 0x02, 0x04,
0x08, 0x10, 0x20, 0x40, 0x80].
The key encryption algorithm K of length l (256 ≤ l ≤ 1024) bits is divided into 8-bit round keys K0c , K1c ,...,
c
c
KLenght−1 , Lenght = l/8, here K = {k0 , k1 , ..., kl−1 }, K0c = {k0 , k1 , ..., k7 }, K1c = {k8 , k9 , ..., k15 },..., KLenght−1
=
c
c
c
c
c
c
{kl−8 , kl−7 , ..., kl−1 } and K = K0 || K1 ||...||KLenght−1 . Then we calculate KL = K0 ⊕ K1 ⊕ ... ⊕ KLenght−1 . If
KL = 0 then KL is chosen as 0xC5, i.e. KL = 0xC5. When generating a round keys Kic , i = Lenght...32n + 95, we
used transformation SubBytes() and RotWord8(), here SubBytes()-is transformation 8-bit subblock into S-box and
RotWord8()-cyclic shift to the left of 1 bit of the 8-bit subblock. When the condition imod3 = 1 is true, then the
c
c
round keys are computed as Kic = SubBytes(Ki−Lenght+1
)⊕SubBytes(RotW ord8(Ki−Lenght
))⊕Rcon[imod8]⊕KL ,
c
c
c
otherwise Ki = SubBytes(Ki−Lenght ) ⊕ SubBytes(Ki−Lenght+1 ) ⊕ KL . After each round key generation the value
KL is cyclic shift to the left by 1 bit.
Decryption round keys are computed on the basis of encryption round keys and decryption round keys of the
output transformation associate with of encryption round keys as follows:
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
(K32n
, K32n+1
, K32n+2
, K32n+3
, K32n+4
, K32n+5
, K32n+6
, K32n+7
, K32n+8
, K32n+9
, K32n+10
, K32n+11
,
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
K32n+12
, K32n+13
, K32n+14
, K32n+15
, K32n+16
, K32n+17
, K32n+18
, K32n+19
, K32n+20
, K32n+21
, K32n+22
,
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
K32n+23
, K32n+24
, K32n+25
, K32n+26
, K32n+27
, K32n+28
, K32n+29
, K32n+30
, K32n+31
)
c
c −1
(−K0c , (K1c )−1 , −K2c , (K3c )−1 , −K4c , (K5c )−1 , −K6c , (K7c )−1 , −K8c , (K9c )−1 , −K10
, (K11
) ,

=

c
c −1
c
c −1
c −1
c
c −1
c
c −1
c
c −1
c
c −1
−K12
, (K13
) , −K14
, (K15
) , (K16
) , −K17
, (K18
) , −K19
, (K20
) , −K21
, (K22
) , −K23
, (K24
) ,
c
c −1
c
c −1
c
c −1
c
−K25
, (K26
) , −K27
, (K28
) , −K29
, (K30
) , −K31
).

For example, if the number of rounds n is 10 the formula is as follows:
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
(K320
, K321
, K322
, K323
, K324
, K325
, K326
, K327
, K328
, K329
, K330
, K331
, K332
, K333
, K334
, K335
, K336
,
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
K337
, K338
, K339
, K340
, K341
, K342
, K343
, K344
, K345
, K346
, K347
, K348
, K349
, K350
, K351
)

=

c
c −1
c
(−K0c , (K1c )−1 , −K2c , (K3c )−1 , −K4c , (K5c )−1 , −K6c , (K7c )−1 , −K8c , (K9c )−1 , −K10
, (K11
) , −K12
,
c −1
c
c −1
c −1
(K13
) , −K14
, (K15
) , (K16
) ,
c
c −1
c
c −1
c
c −1
c
c −1
−K17
, (K18
) , −K19
, (K20
) , −K21
, (K22
) , −K23
, (K24
) ,
c
c −1
c
c −1
c
c −1
c
−K25
, (K26
) , −K27
, (K28
) , −K29
, (K30
) , −K31
).

Decryption round keys of the first round associates with the encryption round keys as follows:
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
(K0d , K1d , K2d , K3d , K4d , K5d , K6d , K7d , K8d , K9d , K10
, K11
, K12
, K13
, K14
, K15
, K16
, K17
, K18
, K19
, K20
, K21
,
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
K22
, K23
, K24
, K25
, K26
, K27
, K28
, K29
, K30
, K31
)

=

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
(−K32n
, (K32n+1
)−1 , −K32n+2
, (K32n+3
)−1 , −K32n+4
, (K32n+5
)−1 , −K32n+6
, (K32n+7
)−1 , −K32n+8
,
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
(K32n+9
)−1 , −K32n+10
, (K32n+11
)−1 , −K32n+12
, (K32n+13
)−1 , −K32n+14
, (K32n+15
)−1 , (K32n+16
)−1 ,
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
−K32n+17
, (K32n+18
)−1 , −K32n+19
, (K32n+20
)−1 , −K32n+21
, (K32n+22
)−1 , −K32n+23
, (K32n+24
)−1 ,
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
−K32n+25
, (K32n+26
)−1 , −K32n+27
, (K32n+28
)−1 , −K32n+29
, (K32n+30
)−1 , −K32n+31
).

Likewise, the decryption round keys of the second, third and n-round associates with the encryption round keys
as follows:
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
(K32(i−1)
, K32(i−1)+1
, K32(i−1)+2
, K32(i−1)+3
, K32(i−1)+4
, K32(i−1)+5
, K32(i−1)+6
, K32(i−1)+7
, K32(i−1)+8
,
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
K32(i−1)+9
, K32(i−1)+10
, K32(i−1)+11
, K32(i−1)+12
, K32(i−1)+13
, K32(i−1)+14
, K32(i−1)+15
, K32(i−1)+16
,
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
, K32(i−1)+20
, K32(i−1)+21
, K32(i−1)+22
, K32(i−1)+23
, K32(i−1)+24
,
K32(i−1)+17
, K32(i−1)+18
, K32(i−1)+19
d
d
d
d
d
d
d
)
, K32(i−1)+27
, K32(i−1)+28
, K32(i−1)+29
, K32(i−1)+30
, K32(i−1)+31
K32(i−1)+25
, K32(i−1)+26

=

c
c
c
c
c
c
(−K32(n−i+1)
, (K32(n−i+1)+30
)−1 , −K32(n−i+1)+29
, (K32(n−i+1)+28
)−1 , −K32(n−i+1)+27
, (K32(n−i+1)+26
)−1 ,
c
c
c
c
c
−K32(n−i+1)+25
, (K32(n−i+1)+24
)−1 , −K32(n−i+1)+23
, (K32(n−i+1)+22
)−1 , −K32(n−i+1)+21
,
c
c
c
c
c
(K32(n−i+1)+20
)−1 , −K32(n−i+1)+19
, (K32(n−i+1)+18
)−1 , −K32(n−i+1)+17
, (K32(n−i+1)+16
)−1 ,
c
c
c
c
c
(K32(n−i+1)+15
)−1 , −K32(n−i+1)+14
, (K32(n−i+1)+13
)−1 , −K32(n−i+1)+12
, (K32(n−i+1)+11
)−1 ,
c
c
c
c
c
c
−K32(n−i+1)+10
, (K32(n−i+1)+9
)−1 , −K32(n−i+1)+8
, (K32(n−i+1)+7
)−1 , −K32(n−i+1)+6
, (K32(n−i+1)+5
)−1 ,
c
c
c
c
c
−K32(n−i+1)+4
, (K32(n−i+1)+3
)−1 , −K32(n−i+1)+2
, (K32(n−i+1)+1
)−1 , −K32(n−i+1)+31
), i = 2...n
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Decryption round keys applied to the first round and after the output transformation associated with the encrypd
c
d
c
tion round keys as follows: K32n+32+j
= K32n+64+j
, K32n+64+j
= K32n+32+j
, j = 0...31.

4

Results

Using the transformations SubBytes(), ShiftRows(), MixColumns() of the encryption algorithm AES as the round
function network RFWKIDEA32-1 we developed encryption algorithm AES-RFWKIDEA32-1. In the algorithm, the
number of rounds of encryption and key’s length is variable and the user can select the number of rounds and the
key’s length in dependence of the degree of secrecy of information and speed encryption.
As in the encryption algorithms based on the Feistel network, the advantages of the encryption algorithm AESRFWKIDEA32-1 are that, when encryption and decryption process used the same algorithm. In the encryption
algorithm AES-RFWKIDEA32-1 in decryption process encryption round keys are used in reverse order, thus on the
basis of operations necessary to compute the inverse. For example, if the round key is multiplied by the subblock,
while decryption is is necessary to calculate the multiplicative inverse, if summarized, it is necessary to calculate the
additive inverse.
It is known that the resistance of AES encryption algorithm is closely associated with resistance S-box, applied
in the algorithm. In the S-box’s encryption algorithm AES algebraic degree of nonlinearity deg = 7, nonlinearity
N L = 112, resistance to linear cryptanalysis λ = 32/256, resistance to differential cryptanalysis δ = 4/256, strict
avalanche criterion SAC = 8, bit independence criterion BIC = 8.
In the encryption algorithm AES-RFWKIDEA32-1 resistance S-box is equal to resistance S-box’s encryption
algorithm AES, i.e., deg = 7, N L = 112, λ = 32/256, δ = 4/256, SAC= BIC=8.

5

Conclusions

It is known that as a algorithms based of Feistel network, the resistance algorithm based on networks RFWKIDEA321 closely associated with resistance round function. Therefore, selecting the transformations SubBytes(), ShiftRows(),
MixColumns() of the encryption algorithm AES, based on round function network RFWKIDEA32-1 we developed
relatively resistant encryption algorithm.
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Abstract
Cognitive radio network (CRN) is a very astute technology developed to solve the spectrum shortage problem
in wireless communication by utilizing the unused bands, where a secondary user (SU) utilizes the free spectrum
of the primary user (PU) in an opportunistic manner. The CRN defines the free spectrum sessions using an intelligent and sophisticated process called a spectrum sensing. The spectrum sensing encounters a security problem
called primary user emulation attack (PUEA). In this problem, an attacker mimics the PU signal to force the
SUs to leave the free band. In this paper, a proposed model based on hash message authentication code (HMAC)
is used to detect the PUEA in CRN. HMAC is used to trusting the PU transmission, which is not clarified until
now. A shared secret key is used between the SU and the PU to achieve an accurate identification of the PU
signal from the attacker. The effectiveness of the proposed approach is analyzed through both theoretical analysis
and Simulation. Results show that the proposed method is completely defeated the selfish PUEA and achieves
efficient spectrum sharing, moreover, it provides a good detection of the PU when error correcting codes are used.
Keywords: Cognitive radio network (CRN), hash message authentication code (HMAC), physical layer authentication, primary user emulation Attack (PUEA)

1

Introduction

Cognitive radio (CR) has attracted a strong attention recently to solve the spectrum shortage problem [19]. Spectrum
scarcity becomes a serious challenge to the emerging wireless technologies. In licensed networks, the primary users
operate in their allocated licensed bands. It is recognized that the licensed bands are generally underutilized and
their occupation fluctuates temporary and geographically in the range of 15-85%. In a typical Cognitive Radio (CR)
system, the PU is the spectrum license holder and the SU is an unlicensed user who intends to use the spectrum
opportunistically. CR is based on Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA), where the Priority is given to the PU in the
sense that SU can only transmit, if its transmission is deemed to be a harmless to the PU. The SU is not allowed
to transmit when the PU is transmitting [1] . Unused bands (White spaces) are identified through spectrum sensing
process [24], then they are used by the SUs for data transmission, the spectrum sensing process is continuously
performed to determine the white spaces, if the primary user is detected, then the SU must vacate the band for him.
The CR networks are exposed to many attacks one of these attacks is called PUEA. The PUEA is considered as a
physical layer attack, where a selfish user (attacker) mimics the PU signal to confuse the SUs to leave the band for
him. This leads to low spectrum utilization in CRN.
PUEA has been studied in many researches. R. Chen proposed to use the location of the primary user to identify
the PUEA in [9] . S. Annand made an analytical model based on Fenton’s approximation and Markov inequality
in [4]. Z. Jin et al. Presented a NeymanPearson composite hypothesis test in [15]. and a Wald’s sequential probability
ratio test to detect the PUEA was described in [16]. Z. Chen showed how the attacker can emulate the PU signal to
confuse the SU and used an advanced strategy called variance detection to mitigate the effect of an attacker using
the difference between the communication channel of PUEA and PU in [10]. C. Chen et al made a joint position
verification method to enhance the positioning accuracy in [14] . Cooperative Spectrum Sensing in CRN in the
Presence of the PUEA is proposed in [8] . Feign Bao et al studied the PUEA with national secondary users in CRN
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and using a hybrid method based on Energy Detection (ED) and Variance Detection in [5] . Kapil M. Borle has
developed a physical layer authentication scheme for wireless communication in [7]. Advanced encryption standard
was used to mitigate PUEA in [2]. More researches discussed this problem will be found in [3, 6, 12, 13, 21, 22].
In this paper, a proposed Physical layer authentication based on hash message authentication code (HMAC) is
used to detect the PUEA in cognitive radio networks which is not clarified until now. Moreover, different coding
techniques will be applied. The HMAC is used to generate a tag at the transmitter, this tag is appended to the
message and sent over the channel. At the receiver the secondary user separates the message and tag and regenerates
a new tag from the shared key and the received message. By comparing the two tags, the SU determines if the
signal comes from the PU or from the attacker. The proposed method provide a good detection of the PU and it
is completely defeated the PUEA under any condition and ables a high spectrum usage and high efficiency. The
performance of the system is measured using the probability of false alarm and probability of detection.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows In Section 2, the problem formulation will be explained. In Section 3,
the system model of the system is introduced. In Section 4 the performance metrics will be presented. In Section 5,
the analytical Model Evolution will be explained. In Section 6 numerical and simulation results will be included.
Finally conclusions will be drawn in Section 7

2

Problem Formulation

The PUEA is considered one of the main threats in CRNs. In this problem, an attacker emulates the PU signal to
confuse the SU to leave the free spectrum session as shown in Figure 1. The attacker receives the signal from the
primary user and emulates it and retransmits the signal again to the SUs. The SUs suppose that the transmission
comes from the PU and therefore, they leave the free spectrum. The PUEA destroys the spectrum sensing process.
In Figure 1, there are three users as follow:
• Primary User: A user who has higher priority or legacy rights for the usage of a specific part of the Spectrum.
• Secondary User: A user who has a lower priority and therefore exploits the spectrum in such a way that it
does not cause any interference to PUs.
• Selfish PUEA: the aim of this attacker is to maximize the spectrum usage for himself, by taking the free
band and preventing the others SUs from using it.
This attacker can mimic the primary user power, modulation, signal characteristics and any characteristics of the
PU signal. Thus the detection of the attacker becomes extremely difficult. The authentication is a proper method
to solve this problem. By authenticating the transmission between the PU and the SU, this problem will be solved
easily.

3

System Model

In this section, the system model will be described, then the block diagram of the proposed system, which includes
the attackers will be explained. Finally the flow chart of the system will be done as shown in figure 2. The PU
message runs into the HMAC algorithm to produce the first HMAC (TAG A) [23], then this tag is padded with the
message using TDMA, both of them are encoded, modulated and transmitted to the SUs as shown in figure .2. The
SU intern runs the message portion of the transmission through the HMAC algorithm using the same key that was
used by the PU, producing a second HMAC (TAG B), The SU compares the two tags. If they are identical the
transmission is assumed to be from the PU and the SU must stop its transmission, otherwise a PUEA is in progress.
The attacker don not have the same key used by the PU and assumed to be not intelligent enough to extract the key,
therefore, he cannot authenticate his transmission. If the attacker uses another key, the SU defines him correctly.
In Figure 3, the flow chart of the proposed model is described as follows, first, a random data represents the
PU message is generated, this data is applied to the HMAC function to generate the TAG A. The TAG A and the
message are added together using TDMA, then the message is encoded, modulated and transmitted on the channel.
The SU receives the data demodulates and decodes it. Then SU separates the TAG from the message, and applies
the message part to HMAC to produces a second tag (TAG B). And compares the two tags, if the two tags are
identical, then the data is considered from the PU, otherwise, the attacker is in progress and the SU must punish
him.
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Figure 1: The basic concept of PUEA in CRN

Figure 2: Block diagram of the proposed system
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Figure 3: Flow chart of the proposed model
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Performance Matrices

In this section, the system performance is analyzed by using false alarm probability and detection probability [10].
Most existing works on cognitive sensing focused on performing a hypothesis testing to decide the presence of the
primary user. H0: the signal is from the primary user H1: the signal is from the attacker
• Probability of false alarm (PFA): When the signal is considered from the primary user, the probability
that the SU falsely Identify the signal as from the attacker is defined by [10]:
PF A = P r(H1 \H0 ).

(1)

If this case happens, the SU will attempt to access the network and cause interference to the PU. Then the SU
may be punished as an attacker. Hence the SU may use a strategy to make PFA as small as possible while the
attacker wants to make PFA as large as possible.
• Probability of Primary User detection (PDP): When the signal is deeded from the PU, the probability
that the SU classifies it as from the primary use,
PDP = P r(H0 \H0 ) = 1 − PF A .

(2)

If this case happens, the SU will attempt to access the network and cause interference to the PU. Then the SU
may be punished as an attacker. Hence the SU may use a strategy to make PFA as small as possible while the
attacker wants to make PFA as large as possible.
• Probability of Misdetection (PMD): When the signal is counted from the attacker, the probability that
the SU classifies falsely it as from the primary user is detonated by,
PM D = P r(H0 \H1 ).

(3)

If this happens, the victim will give up accessing the network, although the spectrum band is vacant, and
the attacker launches a successful PUEA and takes the spectrum resources. Another widely matrices is the
probability of detection of the attacker PDA.
PDA = P r(H1 \H1 ) = 1 − PM D .

(4)

The SU should take a strategy to make the PDA as large as possible.

5

Analytical Model Evolution

The authentication tag is formed using a Key based HMAC, even a single bit in the tag or the message will destroy
the authentication between the SU and the PU. The probability of false alarm is calculated analytically for the
uuencoded BPSK under AWGN.
The Probability of False Alarm for Uuencoded BPSK Under AWGN
The probability of false alarm is related to the probability of one bit occurs in the tag or the data. Assume the
channel is a binary symmetric channel with error probability equal to P, the bit error occurs independently.
Hence, the probability of m errors in a block of n bits is given by [20].
 
n
P (m, n) =
P m (1 − P )n−m
(5)
k
The probability of false alarm is measured by calculating the probability of one error occur and more, therefore,
the probability of false alarm is given by
PF A

= P r(atleastonebiterror)
n  
X
n
=
P m (1 − P )n−m
k
m=1

(6)
(7)
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The channel error rate of BPSK under AWGN is given by [20]:
r
Eb
P = 0.5erf c(
).
No
The probability of false alarm of uuencoded BPSK is done by put Equation (8) into Equation (6):
r
r
n  
X
Eb m
Eb n−m
n
Pm =
) )(1 − (0.5erf c(
)))
(0.5erf c(
N
N
k
o
o
m=1
For Coded BPSK Using a Linear Block Coding (BCH Code)
 tag 
n
X
n
tag
PCW ≤
P i (1 − P )n−i
i
i=ttag +1
 tag 
n
X
n
1
tag
i
P i (1 − P )n−i
Pb
≤
i
ntag
tag
i=t
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(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

+1

For simplicity equally will be used the probability of false alarm is given by:
PF A

L

tag
1 − (1 − PCW
) K tag
 tag 
n
X
L
n
= 1 − (1 −
∗ P i (1 − P )n−i ) K tag
i
tag

=

i=t

(12)

+1

The probability of False Alarm of BPSK under AWGN using block code is done by substitute Equation (6)
into Equation (12):
r
r
 tag 
n
X
L
Eb m
Eb n−i tag
n
PF A = 1 − (1 −
)) (1 − (0.5erf c(
)) ) K
(13)
(0.5erf c(
N
N
i
o
o
tag
i=t

+1

The overall probability of detection of the primary user of BPSK under AWGN when error correcting block
code block code is done by:
r
r
 tag 
n
X
L
n
Eb m
Eb n−i tag
(0.5erf c(
(14)
PDP = (1 −
))) (1 − (0.5erf c(
)) ) K
i
N
N
o
o
tag
i=t

+1

More about authentication and encryption will be found in [11, 17, 18].

6

Simulation And Numerical Results

In this section, the effectiveness of the HMAC authentication method will be validated through analytical and
simulation. The simulation parameters of the system will be tabulated in table 1. First the data is generated by the
PU as a random data of length 18bytes, this data is prepared first to apply as the input of the HMAC function to
produce an output with a length of 20 bytes by taking the left 18 bytes in the output to produce TAG A. The TAG A
is appended to the message using TDMA algorithm, then encoded, modulated and sent both of them on the channel.
The SU separates the message and TAG A. The received message is applied to HMAC to produce TAG B. The SU
compares the two tags. If the two tags are identical, then the transmission is represented by PU, otherwise is done
by the attacker. Mont Carol simulation is used, for every packet we run 10000 times and calculate the probability of
the false alarm and detection.
In Figure 4 the probability of false alarm varies by changing the SNR dB using BPSK under AWGN channel
model. As the SNR increases the probability of the PFA decreases. The simulation and the analytical solution gives
the same results. It is also show that, using a good error correcting code decreases the PFA. At SNR=2dB, the
PFA=100% for the uuencoded BPSK, when using BCH (7, 4, 1) the PFA is decrease by 15%, when using BCH (31,
16, 3) the PFA is decreased by 60%.
In Figure 5, the probability of false alarm varies by changing the SNR dB under AWGN channel model when
the error correcting code is a reed solomn code. As the SNR increases the probability of the PFA is decreases. At
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Figure 4: The PFA versus the SNR for a different BCH codes

Table 1: Simulation parameters
Simulation parameters
Data length of the PU
HMAC code length
Total PU data
Channel
Modulation type
S/N dB
Encoding types
Hash method used

N=1000
16bytes
16 bytes
36 bytes
AWGN
BPSK
0:20 dB
BCH, Reed solomn
SHA-1

Figure 5: PFA V.s SNR for Uuencoded and encoded using RS (n, k) codes
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SNR=1dB the PFA=100% for the uuencoded, when using RS (88, 36), RS (120, 36), RS (160, 36) and RS (240, 36)
the PFA is decrease by 10%, 30 %, 60% and 98% respectively.
In Figure 6 the probability of detection (PDA) is varied according to SNR dB. The SU detect the attacker at each
value of the SNR and achieve 100% detection of PUEA under all cases. In this simulation the attacker tries many
keys to confuse the SU but he cannot. The two curves are identical.

Figure 6: PDA of BPSK under AWGN

7

Conclusions

In this paper, a new method is proposed to solve the primary user emulation attack in cognitive radio networks.
In this model, the primary user uses a hash message authentication code (HMAC) to authenticate its transmission.
The new method helps the secondary user to defines the attackers, by appending a tag in the transmission and sends
the tag and the message on the channel. At the receiver the SU separates the tag from the message and a new tag
is generated from the received message and the shard key. If the two tags are the same, then the transmission is
considered from the PU, otherwise, the PUEA is in progress. The simulation results show that the new method
completely defeats the PUEA and provides good detection of the primary user. In future, more error correcting
codes and channel models will be used.
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Abstract
Profitable cloud file search systems have to route client queries over massive Web indexes under certain
stretched limitations. In training phase, to get low latency, massive outcomes are working and a segment of the
query transfer is provided using earlier computed outcomes. In addition, file search systems are required to revise
their indexes regularly in order to integrate modifications to the cloud. After each key change in database, the
signification of cache entries may turn into old, thus reducing the newness of served outcomes. In this paper, a
proposed framework which called Fast File Retrieval System (FFRS) is proposed. Such framework manipulates
problems in caching. This is to achieve scalability in file explore systems and the ability to handle the changes
in index. Furthermore, a new method that uses a (TTL) time-to-live amount and frequently used value is
introduced. The idea is to set cache entrance to select revives cached outcomes by concerning revive queries to
back-end search groups from database. Then sorting the entrances to be identified is performed according to the
number of admittance with the age of a record in the cache. Moreover, to set the rate at which revive demands
are mattered, a novel method that takes inactive cycles of execution servers is presented. Assessment using real
data illustrates that the proposed framework can realize hit rate enhancement efficiently.
Keywords: Crawler, fast file retrieval system, file caching, file search engine

1

Introduction

Data centers, global enterprises, and distributed cloud storage all require sharing of huge amounts of data in a
consistent, efficient, and reliable manner across a wide-area network called Internet. The two emerging trends of
offloading data to a distributed storage cloud and using the Map-Reduce algorithm for building highly parallel dataintensive functions [5]. A massive amount of data is available in Internet, which is only helpful and useful if it can be
accessed in its file. To access files from the Internet, we need fast and accurate search facility such as search engine.
Searchable web grows to be bigger and bigger, with further than 20 billion pages and over 100 billion files to index,
handling a single query requires assessing great amounts of data. In such a setting, to realize a rapid response time
and to enhance the query throughput, using a cache is critical. The main use of a cache is to accelerate calculation
by utilizing recurrently or freshly used data, although reducing the workload to back-end servers is also a major goal.
Caching can be appropriated at dissimilar levels with growing response time or processing constraints. Caching
of search results has long been identified as an essential optimization step in search systems [14]. To specify the
high evaluated quantity of user demands, outcome caches materialize as critical functioning elements to decrease the
query transfer to servers and also to decrease the standard demand execution time.
The engine must make a decision whether to reconsider frequent queries, thereby decreasing the efficiency of
caching, or to save calculations at the risk of returning old results. Existing resolutions are as simple as preceding caching completely and concerning (TTL) time-to-live policies on cached entries to ensure worst-case moldiness
bounds. A familiar surveillance from the information recovery is that query frequencies follow a power-law sharing [27].
With the evaluation of the usual trouble of caching in operating engines, the trouble of outcome caching in explore
systems is not size of memory. For explore systems, it is achievable to store massive records on disk and yet get better
query time. On common, it obtains tens of milliseconds to develop a query on a explore category, and obtaining
from disk in similar response time, often lower. Additionally, using disks to accumulate earlier calculated outcomes
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gives an occasion to reduce the capability of misses observed in small outcome caches that utilize only memory of
RAM. One main weakness of huge outcome caches is newness. Explore system indexes modifies recurrently because
of fresh batches of spidered articles. Therefore, it is probable that a significant portion of earlier computed outcomes
in the cache become decayed in time, i.e., some of the top-matching outcomes in the existing key are not exist in
cached records, thus may be corrupted the value of outcomes. In reality, we disagree that the newness dilemma grow
to be more strict as the cache capability raises.
In this manuscript, we produces the plan of the cache outcomes applied in the Yahoo system. This cache establishes
the perception of stimulating cache records and produces a realistic method for preferring records to refresh. To the
finest of our information, we are the initial to believe the dilemma of refreshing outcome records in explore system
caches. Moreover, our subscriptions are:
” Suggest a method for terminating cache records appropriate to a (TTL) time-to-live significance and a method
for preserving the new and clean signification by concerning revive demands to back-end explore groups, according
on availability of inactive rounds in those groups. ” Suggest a method for preferring cache records to be revived
based on the admission occurrence of records and the age of the cached record. ” We estimate the functioning of our
methods via 130 million demands. ” We present some figures from suggested schemes, coverage on our experimental
assistance in practice.
With the suggested methods, we are capable of obtaining two significant advantages in manufacture. Higher hit
rates, which recover the typical reply time of the explore system. Decrease peak query traffic on back-end explore
clusters, which reducing the hardware prices.
This paper prearranged as following: Section-2 illustrates related work. In Section-3, we review the scheme
framework and proposed algorithms for this work. We produce several experimental results in Section-4. Section-5
concludes the paper. Finally, section-6 is the list of references.

2

Related Work

2.1

Basic Crawling Process

Crawling process is complex and need much time to complete searching in huge cloud databases. So, crawling process
must be done in offline part of the system in order to complete complex tasks. Any crawling algorithm consists of four
major stages [22]: a) Searching in URLs with some attributes in cloud databases, b) Download and Fetch the results,
c) Results Filtration process with the remaining attributes, d) Caching and retrieving the final results. Figure 1.
shows the major steps for crawling process. Figure 2 shows the global crawling Architecture

2.2

Web Crawling

Heydon and Najork [11] have provided information on several crawler modules and the options of the design and that
was one of the early full explanations of a scalable Web crawler is that of Mercator. A distributed crawler was defined
by Najork and Heydon according to Mercator [15]. Heritrix [9] is a modular open source and archival-quality crawler,
established at the Internet Archive. The distributed Web crawler, UBICrawler, applied in Java that is working in
a decentralized approach and using reliable hashing to divid the domains to crawl through the crawling servers, as
revealed by Boldi et al. [20]. Lee et al. [12] define the main structures of the data and architecture of IRLBot, a
crawler that implements DRUM (Disk Repository with Update Management) to check if a URL was seen previously.
Using DRUM permits IRLBot to maintain the crawling rate high, even after crawling billions of Web pages.
When the Web changes and Web pages were deleted, modified, or created, [16], and in order to handle these
changes, active crawling tactics are required. Cho and Garcia Molina [2] explain a gradual crawler in order to
optimize the average freshness for the data of crawled Web. Olston and Pandey [17] define strategies for re-crawling
for freshness optimizing according to the information longevity on Web pages. A parameterized algorithm to monitor
the resources of a Web for optimizing completeness or timeliness, and updates based on application-specific needs
was also introduced by Pandey and Olston [19].

2.3

Types of Web Crawler

1) Focused Web Crawler: Web crawler which attempts to download some pages which are relevant to each other
called Focused Crawler [2]. It gathers specific documents that are related to the particular topic [13]. The
focused crawler controls the following - Relevancy, Way forward. It regulates relationship of the certain page
to the given topic and how to forward. Economically, focused web crawler is reasonable in terms of network
and hardware resources, it is able to decrease the amount of downloads and network traffic, and that is the
significance of it [10]. The search experience of focused web crawler is great as well [21].
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Figure 1: Major steps for crawling process

2) Gradual Crawler: A traditional crawler, for its collection to be refreshed, regularly replaces the old documents
with the documents which were lately downloaded. On the opposite of that, a gradual crawler refreshes the
present pages collection regularly via visiting them repeatedly; according to the evaluation as to how frequently
pages are changed [2]. It also removers the less important pages and replaces them by new ones that are more
important. It also provides a resolution the pages freshness problem. In the regular crawler, only valuable
data is delivered to the user, and that is the significance of it. Therefore, data improvement is achieved and
bandwidth of the network is saved [24, 26].
3) Distributed Crawler: A distributed computing system is called distributed web crawling. Several crawlers are
operated to be distributed in the web crawling process, to get the web highest coverage. The synchronization
and communication of the nodes are managed by a central server, as it is distributed geographically [21].
Basically, it is using Page rank algorithm due to its high quality search and efficiency. It is strong against
crashes of the system and the other actions, and could be fitted to several applications of crawling, and that is
one of the significance of distributed web crawler.
4) Parallel Crawler: Normally, multiple crawlers are run in parallel and, thus, are called Parallel crawlers. Multiple
crawling Processes are involved in a parallel crawler [3] known as C-procs that may run on workstations
network [25]. The Parallel crawlers are subjected to Page Selection and Page freshness [4]. A Parallel crawler
could be distributed at locations that are geographically distant or be on local network [21]. Upon downloading
documents in a rational time, crawling system parallelization is very energetic [25].

2.4

Requirements for a Crawler

Flexibility: we would like to be able to use the system in a variety of scenarios, with as few modifications as possible.
Low Cost and High Performance: The system should scale to at least several hundred pages per second and hundreds
of millions of pages per run, and should run on low-cost hardware. Note that well-organized use of disk access is
critical to maintain a high speed after the main data structures, such as the ”URL seen” structure and crawl frontier,
become too large for main memory. This will only happen after downloading several million pages. Robustness:
There are several aspects here. First, since the system will cooperate with millions of servers, it has to accept bad
HTML, strange server actions and configurations, and many other odd issues [6].
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Figure 2: Global crawling architecture

2.5

Caching Mechanism

Caching has been considered widely in the circumstance of operating systems and memory paging, databases [7],
Web servers and proxies, as well as Web search systems [23]. In the manuscript, we do not want to wrap the text
comprehensively. As an alternative, we spotlight on outcomes linked to the range of the paper.
Caching obtains benefits of the pyramidal structural design of schemes and vicinity of mentions in jobs to allow
fast access to pre-calculated or freshly used data. A cache is differentiate by its size and the strategy used for choosing
the records to be eliminated when the cache fall full. Two recognizable strategies are grounded on throw out the ”
Least Recently Used (LRU)”, or the ” Least Frequently Used (LFU) ” points from the cache. LRU is most favorable
when the desires are strained from the LRU stack reserve sharing. Alternatively, LFU is most favorable when the
desires are drawn from a Zip sharing, which corresponds to the independent reference model (IRM). While LRU is
easy to implement, LFU is more challenging because the operational time for a request depends on the cache size,
and the correct implementation of LFU requires a complete history of request frequencies [1].
Caching for Web explore systems also has exacting necessities. The position of client demands can be broken
by using caching in Web explore systems [18]. Pervious work on caching for data recovery engines make the focal
point on the diminution of the server consignment by caching data on the client side, changing the query assessment
procedure appropriate to the cached data, or recovering the value of outcomes using a set of perseverant, most
favorable demands [8].

3

Proposed Framework and Algorithms

Cloud search systems often analyze file content via so-called Meta Data or Meta Information, such as file name,
file size, file keywords and file extension. Recent systems tend to filter query result of cloud searching with meta
information into classes and ranking the result according to the log history of user queries. Nevertheless, such the
filtration, clustering and ranking increase time and memory requirements together with complexity of the searching
process.

3.1
3.1.1

Proposed Algorithms
Proposed Crawling Algorithm

Unlike search engine, we focus only with crawling and retrieving files. So, the attributes or properties that needed
for first step of crawling process are file name, extension and size. Proposed algorithm shown in Algorithm1 has four
attributes as input URL, Keyword, and File Extension respectively and array of files as output.
3.1.2

Proposed Caching Algorithm

Like all crawling systems, proposed system need to index the results into database, but this traditional process that
make retrieving process slow down. So, we over this problem with caching process that make retrieving process more
quickly. As we know, cache is smaller than database, so with must use cache for most important files only with
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techniques of caching replacement policy. Caching replacement policies techniques that used in our system are LRU
(Least Recently Used) and MFU (Most Frequently Used) and implemented according to Algorithm 2.
A perfect implementation of LRU requires a timestamp on each reference, and the system needs to keep a list of
files ordered by the timestamp. MFU require the number of times that file is accessed.
Algorithm 1 File Crawling Proposed Algorithm
1: Input: URL, FKeyword, FExtension
2: Output: arrayOfFiles
3: Procedure File Crawling
4: Begin
5: B url = getBaseURL (URL)
6: P = Download(URL)
7: Urls = ExtractOutgoingURL in p with B url
8: Furls = Fetch Urls format with FKeyword
9: Foreach Furls as Furl do
10: IF file extension is in Furls
11:
arrayOfFiles = Furl
12: Else
13:
Continue
14: End Foreach
15: IF arrayOfFiles equal null
16:
File Crawling(Urls, FKeyword, FExtension)
17: End IF

Algorithm 2 LRU with MFU Caching Proposed Algorithm
1: Input: Class of Files, Time Stamp for each file
2: Output: Victim Files
3: If File needed in cache (Cache Hit)
4:
Access File from Cache with ID
5: Else File needed not in Cache (Cache Miss)
6: Search For File in Class (Cluster) in Database
7: IF File founded in DB
8:
Select From Cache the least file used with minimum accessed number and longest time stamp As a victim
9:
Replace it with the file founded from DB
10: END IF
11: END IF

3.2

Proposed Framework

The system is designed in a modular fashion and is logically composed of two separate phases, via, the retrieval phase
(online phase) and the crawling phase (offline phase). This section describe in details the two phases that described
in Figure 3 shows system functional specification.

3.3
3.3.1

System Phases
Offline Crawling Phase

The first phase is performed offline as a preprocessing phase in order to make all files can be searched. The First
Step, crawl URLs from World Wide Web to find files about queries with most frequently used. In crawling module,
File Crawling algorithm is used, which discussed in Algorithm 1 and filtration process to reduce the amount of data
retrieved.
The Second Step, results from the crawling process in the first step would be indexing into database. In indexing
module, two algorithms are used. The first part, proposed system uses K-means algorithm to cluster the similar
files of similar queries together in one category to decrease time required for retrieval process. The second part in
the second step, proposed system uses cache replacement policies such as Least Recently Used (LRU) and Most
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Figure 3: Block diagram of the proposed system

Frequently Used as discussed in Algorithm 2 to increase performance and decrease time needed to retrieve relevant
files.
The access log files are collected from the favorite servers. Although there are different access log files based on the
types of the server settings, all of these files stores similar information such as request sent time and date, requested
resource name (URL), client IP address, and the request method.
The unstructured requests in the log file are processed to create the user sessions. A user session is a collection
of web pages which are visited by the user. Exact identification of users and their sessions is very important in web
personalization as the user models are built based on their behaviors. Identification of users based on the log file is
a difficult task. This is because a typical user can use different hardware platforms and on the other hand different
users might use a similar computer. There are various ways to identify the users, but many of them are a threat to
security and personalization.
3.3.2

Online Retrieving Process

In the retrieval part, user requests query with additional information about his profile (username, password, IP
address, gender and email) for tracking process to system interface. Results of the requested query may be come
from one of the three regions. The first region is the cache if and only if category of the requested query in the cache
because of that category is top category (Most Accessed Category and Most Recently Used). The second region, if
query category is not in cache (cache miss) then get category from database. The third region, if query category is
not in database (Database miss) then label this query as miss flag and get it from cloud by using crawling process
in offline part.

4
4.1

Evaluation and Experiments
Machine Specifications

The specifications of the machine are Corei7 CPU, 2GB RAM, 500GB Hard Disk and Windows 7. The specifications
of the Software are Apache Server (Localhost) with PHP version 5.3 and MYSQL Database version 5.5. The dataset
contains 100 online users. In this experiment, we will show the performance of crawling process and time of query
process.

4.2

Proposed System Evaluation

Performance of crawling process for 10 queries as sample (Most Frequently Used) is shown in Table 1 and chart
Figure 4 with the total number of results that retrieved, irrelevant results and relevant results. Also, Time of that
process is shown in Table 2 and chart Figure 5.Table1 is datasheet that describe the result of crawling process of 10
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samples (top queries - most frequently queries) from proposed system users. Datasheet in Table 1 shows summation
of total results for each query included relevant result (performance) and irrelevant (error) result.

Figure 4: Performance and error chart for crawling with caching process

Table 1: Relevant and irrelevant results of crawling process on 10 queries as sample
Queries 10 Samples
Top Queries
Computer Science Book
Computer Science Tutorial
Java Tutorials
Java Books
Java Tutorials in PDF and DOC
Data Structure Books PDF
Data Structure Algorithms
Algorithms Examples in computer science
Statistical Tutorials
Mobile Computing Tutorials in PDF

Total Results Retrieved
After filtration process
50
70
44
62
84
57
68
66
88
77

Error
(Irrelevant Result)
2
5
3
2
8
5
6
2
9
4

Performance
(Relevant Result)
48
65
41
60
76
52
62
64
79
73

Table 2 is datasheet which explain total time of crawling process in seconds of 10 samples (top queries - most
frequently queries) from suggested system users.
Table 2: Time for each query of crawling process on 10 queries as sample
Queries 10 Samples Top Queries
Computer Science Book
Computer Science Tutorial
Java Tutorials
Java Books
Java Tutorials in PDF and DOC
Data Structure Books PDF
Data Structure Algorithms
Algorithms Examples in computer science
Statistical Tutorials
Mobile Computing Tutorials in PDF

Total Time of Crawling and Filtering in second
3.94
5.5
2.98
4.55
6.20
4.10
4.58
4.56
6.57
5.90
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Figure 5: Time chart for crawling with caching process

5

Conclusion and Future Work

A proposed system for fast file searching in cloud environment has been presented. It has been proven that the
proposed system is more accurate and faster than other systems. The methodology has used both Crawling and
caching algorithms to retrieve file. The proposed system has combined two phases (online and offline) to overcome
the challenges and drawbacks of other existing systems. In the future work, query processing algorithms will be
integrated with caching to improve the performance of caching algorithms. Another interesting future work will
be to apply batch query processing technique for the online case given that the largest search engine gets tens of
thousands of queries per second.
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Abstract
Blogs have witnessed unprecedented growth in last decade. Many new blogs are being generated on a daily
basis that is leading to generate large valuable information. Searching the needed information from the available
information in minimum efforts and latency is a great challenge. Present work is an attempt to explore the effort
made to expedite the blog specific search, to identify and highlight the gaps in the blog specific search engines.
In addition, this work has proposed a new algorithm to expedite the searching using the search engine that can
be hosted on cloud. Correspondingly, additional resource requirement to meet the peak load demand can be
fulfilled by provisioning them instead of procuring the resources. Proposed method uses the hierarchical based
technique couples with intelligence factor to search and index the blog pages. Proposed method would greatly
help in locating the information available on the blogs.
Keywords: Blog search, information searching in blogs, social media search, trend in blogs

1

Introduction

Blog is the powerful means in the hand of internet users with wide coverage of information across the world. Many
people perceive blogs as an analogous with the website, however blogs are different with the website, since blogs are
changed frequently [28]. It is also termed as computer mediated communication system by [2, 23, 28, 33]. Computer
mediated communication signifies that users are involved in communicating by utilizing the computer technology.
Blogs history is around three decades long, when in the year 1994, the Links.net was created by the Justin Hall, a
Swarthmore college student. Blogs at that point in time were not offering the rich functionality as the one they offer
now. As a result, blogs could only represent the basic information related to his profile. [5]Jorn Barger in 1997 have
used the term Bogging the web that eventually transformed as web-log [5]. In the year 1999, Web log was shortened
to blog by the programmer Peter Merhols [5].
Blogs have witnessed slow growth initially, and up-to 1999 there were only 23 blogs on Internet [5]. The key
reasons were lack of resources such as Internet connection, costly computers, lack of IT literacy, lack of popularity,
etc. Post 1999, there was remarkable increase in the total number of blogs and reached around 50 million by the year
2006[2]. At that time only the IT experts were able to create the blogs. However, since then there is drastic shift
in trend and Internet savvy students can create the blog. College students have also started posting their solutions
on the internet in order to help their juniors. Freelancers are also leveraging the blogs to promote themselves and
demonstrating skill in their specific area of expertise.
Blogs and the social media are considered as powerful tools in the hands of all those aiming to represent their
views with greater coverage. Recently, it is attracting huge attention from all the stakeholders and gaining the
huge popularity on various fronts. Accessibility using wide variety of devices such as mobile, tablets, PC, etc. has
further enhanced the significance of blogs. Worldwide tablet sell has increased by 68% in the year 2013 relative to its
preceding year 2012. Increase in the number of portable devices will further lead to the growth in the blogs. Other
than the tablets, mobiles have also emerged as great source for accessing internet. Mobile users devote half of their
time of mobile usage to access internet and posting information on social media. As a result, usage of mobiles and
tablet for internet usage will further grow. Eventually, it will motivate the tablet and mobile users to access the
information available on the blog and create as well as maintain their own blogs that will lead to huge information
generation.
With the increase in broad network access [21] and coverage, information posted on blogs may go viral. Consequently, user’s experience of accessibility of such blog may be poor. In order to offer rich experience, new model
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named as cloud has emerged. Cloud is a utility based model where the users have to pay as they go [4, 32]. This
model is equally capable to support the spike that is generated due to the sudden increase in work load [30]. Additional work load results in poor response time in the cloud environment. Resources can be increased or decreased
instantly with no or minimum effort of the users. Cloud model is a promising model for subscribing the world class
IT resources and paying based on the usage. Although, cloud computing model is a promising model, yet it has to
overcome of many challenges including security, legal, technical, etc. before to emerge as a undisputed leader in IT
resources utilization [29].
Rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related work that has similarity to our work and
contributed considering the blogs. Section 3 describes about the current usage of blogs and factors driving the blog
usage. Proposed method is discussed in Section 4. Eventually, conclusion is highlighted in Section 5.

2

Related Work

During the search of related work, we have referred the leading journals such as Springer, Elsevier, EBSCOHOST,
etc.; despite of that, many papers relevant to the subject could not be traced. However, articles describing the blog
search or blog efficiency would be worth discussing here. Previous works were focused on generalized work related to
the blogs . Computer mediated communication based analytical techniques was discussed, authors have suggested
adequacy of rules and procedural rules for blogs analytics. Reasons to maintain the blog were highlighted by [12].
Authors had identified that a creative expressions and documentation of personal experiences are the key motivation
behind the maintaining blogs. Similar findings were also reported by [25] meeting with other people was also cited
as the other motivation of maintaining the blog.
Several work related to content search including web mining and support vector machine (SVM) also exist. For
instance, Mishne and Rijke have conducted study on the log of blogs to analyze the query intent and the user’s
sessions [24]. In another work authors have proposed the SVM method in order to collect the information from the
blog, URL and analyzed the content. Chen, Tsai, and Chan have proposed the probabilistic models for blog search
and mining that has utilized latent semantic analysis (LSA) and probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA) were
introduced to analyze the business data posted on the blog [7]. Melville, Gryc, and Lawrence have analyzed the blog
sentiments by combining lexical knowledge with text classification method [22]. Off-line on-line social media (O2SM)
and efficient way to render the social media content was suggested by [39]. In this work, authors had developed an
app to rank the social media streams and to invest in limited resources by restricting pre-fetching of the multimedia
content that is frequently needed. Schmidt have authored the article with wider perspective, he had propose a
general model [28]. Work had proposed a framework that can be a basis for systematic comparison and longitudinal
studies. Glance, Hurst, and Tomokiyo have attempted to capture the trend in weblogs and used the data mining
tools to discover the trend in weblogs [13]. Upon discovering of name, key phrases and key paragraph were posted
on blogpulse.com. Authored have also maintained the search-able index in order to expedite the search operation.
Based on the aforementioned studies, it is concluded that the majority of blogs research was concentrated on
analytics of blog content that the blogs comprising. Methods such as indexing and mining were proposed for the
efficient searching and to gain insight from the data maintained by various blogs.

3

Blogs Current Trend

Blogs are used in the variety of domains and their new usage is set to grow further. Less or no cost, wider coverage,
simplicity, etc. are cited as the principal reasons for utilizing the blogs. Blogs are one of the cheapest methods
to disseminate the information and is by product of web 2.0 technology. Other than the blogger(s), who represent
the information, reader can also contribute the information by way of writing comments. As a result, user receives
the feedback of his views [23]. Blogs are widely appreciated since users across the world can review the post and
comment on it, provided the owner has allowed that feature. Information representation in blogs is not limited to one
or two areas, instead, covering many domains and verticals of the business. Correspondingly, information available
on internet can be categorized as political, social, technological, etc. Usage of blog in the variety of areas has been
described in the upcoming sub-section.

3.1

Blog and Social Media

Nearly, 6.7 million people blog on blogging sites and 12 million people via social network [blogonomy]. Blogs have
deep similarity with the social media [34]. Blogs are also considered as social media, since they allow posting the
content that can be commented by the users across the world based on the restrictions imposed by the creator [19].
Several blogs are used as a social media platform that includes buffer social grow, Jon loomer, etc. In addition
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Table 1: Social media
Social media
users
Pinterest
70 million
Instagram
130 million

Linkedin

238+

Google
Twitter
Facebook

500+
500+
1.15 billion +

34

facts [14, 16]
facts
69% are female
16 billion photos are
already
uploaded.
Average 40 photos
are uploaded per second.1000 comments
per second.
Total groups 1.5 million. 27 percent access with the help
of mobile.50 percent
users are graduate
393 million users

to the aforementioned prominent cited examples of blogs, many others are also leveraging the blog for the social
media [15, 19]. For instance, [35] have highlighted that how blogs can be used to manage the crisis. At that time,
blogs are acting as a tool for public relations.
Social media platforms are also helping in promoting the information posted on a blog. Blogs coupled with social
media can have reasonable coverage relative to the one don’t exploit the social media [10]. Number of users in various
social network platforms has been illustrated in the figure 1. According to Mack Collier, mere good content is not
enough to generate the traffic to ones blog instead a blogger needs a meticulous planning and blending with the
social media in order to attract the enough traffic to one blog [10].
To promote the blog, bloggers need to select the appropriate social media platform to post their comment. Social
network have varying users base and content liking. For instance, Facebook is the most popular social network that
is followed by Google plus and twitter and same is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: User base of popular social Network
During selection of the social media for promotion, factors such as gender, devices, literacy, etc. should be
considered meticulously since they may have fairly significance to the content popularity. Therefore, blogger need
to conduct a detailed survey on the appropriateness of the social media in order to gain the popularity of their
blog in minimum efforts. For instance, LinkedIn is the social network with the users with extremely high education
background have subscribed. LinkedIn is widely accessed with the help of mobile and same has been depicted in
Table 1. Therefore, content related to mobile and higher education need to be posted on LinkedIn.
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Blogs as an Alternative to Research Paper

In several Universities, students are expected to write the end term paper. During their presentation of the end term
paper, students contribution is discussed and debated with other peer students, beside the faculty members [9, 26].
Therefore, coverage is restricted to the classroom where topic is discussed. In order to gain the wide coverage, blogs
are also considered by academia for the variety of purposes including the blogging, collaboration, advertisement, etc.
However, majority of academician appreciate the research usage of blogs [38]. According to [8], blogs are not only
facilitating the research but also broadening the boundaries of research activities.
Although, blogs were started by the hobbyist to express their opinion, however, now writing blogs have emerged as
a part of curriculum. Many universities including Longwood University have introduced the blogging as a replacement
to an end term research paper [6]. In the Longwood University, students have written a blog titling Stress and crisis
in military families in which they have highlighted the stress level borne by the military personnel and their family
during the military services rendered by military personals [1]. Story was written along with the videos which are
also acted as support document for the disclosure made in on the blog. It was widely appreciated across the world
for raising a cause and the way entire story was written by the students. This resulted in a great learning experience
for the students besides change in students vision toward the various aspects of the life. Blog writing can develop
the sense of responsibility among the students as a result they start thinking differently [26]. At the same time
it improves the student’s writing skill and the art of representations; consequently they are market ready for the
employer. However, blog is not equally utilized in all the subjects for instance; it is widely adopted by the subjects
such as sociology, communication skill, media, etc whereas less used in science subjects.
[8] have conducted the study on the academic usage of blog in research writing. Authors have described the
three cases of students of 3rd year of music class and have leveraged the blog for their research activities. [8] have
also expressed their concern over the cut and pasted culture prevailing among students during the research writing.
In addition, researchers are utilizing the blog to represent the ideas after attending the conference. Ideas generated
are reflected in the weblogs writing. Blog also helps in improving the profile of a researcher maintaining the blog,
correspondingly, improves the chances of hiring [36].

3.3

Business Usage of Blog

Blogs are widely utilized by the business groups in order to promote themselves and their product. Blogs are
the widely used method to promote the product and to gain the business benefit. Organizations using blogs have
witnessed huge growth in their business relative to the one not maintaining blogs. Success due to utilization of blog
is primarily attributed to the large user base that can be covered with the help of blogs. At the same time, marketing
using blog is less expensive relative to the other methods of marketing [14].
Realizing the huge business benefit, organizations that may be big or small are leveraging the blogs in order to
gain the business benefits. For instance, in IT sector Microsoft, IBM, Oracle, etc are maintaining blogs beside their
own website. In FMCG sector, the company like Procter and Gamble, Hindustan lever, etc. are also maintaining
their blogs beside own website. In such cases blogs are not only reducing the website complexity instead offering
large space to represent the other information or achievement of the company in terms of good services and quality
of product offered, customer satisfaction view collected, etc.
Blog can be created either subscribing to the paid services or to the free services offered by various blog sites. A
number of blog site such as world press, blogspot, blogger, etc. are existing. Although, blogger/blogspot are first who
have offered the bloggers free space to maintain their blogs, however, they were surpassed by world press due to the
ease of usage and greater flexibility offered by the world press. Blogs are especially useful for the new entrepreneur
and enterprises who cannot afford the promotional cost. For such needs, blog offers an alternative solution with
extremely low cost or at no cost.

3.4

Blogs for Revenue Generation

Blogs are acting as a great source of income. Many prominent bloggers have initially started with basic blogs and
subsequently switched over to the complete website, upon the demand and traffic to the website increased. Earlier
fewer companies were interested to advertisement on the blog. Ad sense was the first advertising platform that was
launched in the year 2003 that can display the advertisement on the blog [14, 16]. Correspondingly, advertising has
offered the huge opportunity to earn money from the blogs. Darren Rowse of problogger.net and John cow were the
leading bloggers who have made sizable amount of earning from their blogs that they have started.
Blogs are equally maintained by the individual bloggers as well as the corporate. In the individual category, it
needs great motivation in the beginning, in order to keep the blog going when the revenue is low. However, with
efforts and planning blog may emerge as a great source of earning that may even touch the unimaginable value. The
Huffington Post, Mashable, Tech crunch, etc, are the prominent blogs.Per day income of these prominent blogs have
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already touched the $1000 marks. Pay per clicks, advertising banner, Membership area, CPM advertising, Affiliate
sales, Private advertising, etc. are some of the methodologies employed by them for the earning (Smith, 2015).
Although, consistent increase in terms of blogger as well as users accessing the blogs have been witnessed over the
couple of years. Despite of that all the blogs created are not emerging successful, instead popularity of any blog(s)
is governed by various factors; some of them have been enumerated as follows:
• Content of the blog.
• Blogger capability to promote the blog by way of face book, twitter, LinkedIn, etc.
• Relevance of the topic.
Correspondingly, mere maintaining the blog is not enough, instead the content posted, relevance of the topic in
the contemporary world along with the promotional activities are the key for the success of the blog. Absence of
these attributes may lead to the failure of the blog.

3.5

Challenges to Blog

Recently, new paradigm on internet have also emerged and acting as an alternative to the blog. Emerged methods
allowed posting the content in audio or video formats therefore, equally liked by the bloggers and content readers.
Blogger appreciate it since it needs fewer efforts, whereas readers like it since, it needs less time to understand the
topic and great amount of text can be covered in minimum time.
Beside blogs, podcast are widely used to represent the information. Primarily blogs are used to represent the
personal view of the blogger, whereas podcast are used to post the video and audio contents. Micro blog, video
content, podcast, etc. are posing the great challenge to blogs; however, it is fairly sought medium of representing
the information. On a positive side blogs are free; as a result, blogger is not incurring any cost in maintaining the
information.
In addition, to several good usages, mis-utilization of social media has also been noticed. [37] have highlighted
the social media as a promising tool for marketing and to find out the potential client for the drug selling. Authors
have also quoted the various instances where social media has been utilized for drug distribution. Correspondingly,
authors has also suggested the analytical method for detecting the mis-utilization of the social media for illicit drug
distribution [37]. Despite aforementioned challenges and issues, blogs are still considerable popular and same can be
determined by the fact that in every 06 seconds one new blog is created across the world.

4

The Proposed Method

As the time passes, a successful model needs to be suitably modified in order to meet the contemporary business
requirement. In the same line, in order to optimize the blog search, no dedicated engine is available; as a result,
users are searching the information with the help of available general search engine. Although in 2008, Google the IT
giant has envisioned the search engine that was dedicated for the blog search, however, it was rolled back in the year
2014. Due to lack of blog specific search engine, users are unable to search the blog specific information effectively.

4.1

Need for Cloud Based Research Technique

Although the search engines such as blogpulse, Google etc. were envisioned to determine the blog specific trend,
analytics, real time buzz, etc. However, these research engines could not last for the long time. Blogpulse was ended
in the year 2012 [8] whereas Google ended the blog specific search engine in the year 2014. The key reasons for the
failure were the investment and the lack of business benefit that can be realized with the help of blog search engine.
In our system, we have proposed the cloud based technique for the search engine optimization because searching
to the blog specific information may rise remarkably upon specific information goes viral. Therefore, there is a need
for a technique that should able to scale-up in order to meet the growing users demand and should be capable to
scale-down once the spike is over. Maintaining the search engine on the cloud would be cheaper at the same time
cost effective as it won’t require maintaining the additional resources to meet the peak need of users.

4.2

Motivation

Blogs are the cheapest mode to represent the information, as a result, growing with the tremendous pace. According
to insight, one new blog is generated in every 06 second. It means in near future, huge information is set to be
available from the internet. Information seekers may be lost in the ocean of information. Therefore, a method is
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needed in order to represent the information in a manner that can be searched and retrieved in minimum time.
Presently, no such viable solution exist. Although, Google has created the search engine that was entirely dedicated
to the blog, unfortunately, they have to stop their operation in the year 2014. Since then, there is no tools exist
to search the information and expedite the searching of blog based information. Therefore, it is worth to evolve a
technique that should expedite the blog specific search. At the same time, the suggested technique should be cheap
and cost effective in order to mitigate the risk of failure.

4.3

Intelligence Based Hierarchical Based Model

In blogs, wide variety of information is posted. In order to optimize the blog search, Blog need to be categorized
based on the discipline of the post, sub-group titles, etc.In order to facilitate the searching, information database of
blog provider need to be created. Search engine maintains the information of all the blogs in its own database by
categorizing them as suggested in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Hierarchical based approach
During creation of a blog, the blogger needs to categorize blogs in the appropriate category and sub-category in
order to be placed at the appropriate location in the search engine database. Upon creation, the blog would be
position based on index. However, only hierarchical based approach won’t be sufficient for the efficient data search.
Therefore, intelligence is needed in order to minimize the latency. Therefore, two additional parameters total count
and day count are also included. Upon each access, total count and the day count of the blog will increase by one.
Positioning of the blog would be based on the day count followed by the total count a web page is searched. The
principal reason behind this is that on a specific day if the information posted becomes viral in such cases only those
information is accessed rest of the pages/ blogs are less accessed [2]. However, there is the information that is always
needed for instance, blog offering the information related to the basics or the fundamental knowledge of a subject.

5

Conclusion

Blogs are increasingly sought by the variety of users and have gained in popularity due to their simplicity and cost
effectiveness. Contents in blog is growing at tremendous rate. Although, blogs are increasing on a daily basis yet no
search mechanism exist that should be entirely dedicated to the blog search. Searching mechanism should be effective
enough to obtain the needed information in minimum time. Therefore, a web based tool for searching the blog is
the need of an hour. Proposed method would not only improve the searching on the web instead would improve the
potential of expansion to the cloud platform. Proposed method would greatly help in improving the search on the
internet pertaining to the blog without needing any additional expenses.
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Abstract
Multi-prime RSA is an extended version of RSA in which the modulus is a product of three or more primes.
In this paper, we cryptanalyze the Multi-prime RSA if user generates two instances with the same modulus. We
use lattice basis reduction and our attack improves the bound of Howgrave-Graham.
Keywords: Lattices, Lattice reduction, Multi-prime RSA

1

Introduction

Multi-prime RSA is an extension of RSA, where the modulus N is a product of three or more large distinct primes [13].
The advantage of Multi-prime RSA over standard RSA lies with the decryption process. The efficiency of decryption
process can be improved if one uses the Chinese Remaindering Theorem. The encryption process is same as the
standard RSA. In this paper, we assume that the primes in the modulus are balanced. So we have if pi < pi+1 then 4 <
1
1
1
1
r
r
r
2 N < p1 < N < pr < 2N , where r is the number of primes in the modulus N . The public and private exponents
+Σri,j,k=1 pi pNj pk +· · · .
are inverses to each other modulo φ(n). So we have φ(n) = N −s where s = Σri=1 pNi −Σri,j=1 pN
i pj
1

After simplification, one can get the upper bound for s as N 1− r .
Multi-prime RSA can be broken if one can find the prime factors of the modulus. For the standard RSA, if one
knows the secret exponent d or φ(N ), then there are deterministic algorithm to factor the modulus. But in Multiprime RSA, there exist only probabilistic algorithms to find the factors of the modulus if one knows the multiple of
φ(N ).
In this paper, we investigate the Multi-prime RSA cryptosystem if user generates two instances with the same
modulus. That is, user generates two public exponents e1 , e2 and two private exponents d1 , d2 with the same modulus
N . Hinek and Lam [8]investigated and showed that if d1 , d2 < N δ then modulus can be factored probabilistically if
1
δ < min{ 3+r
7r , r } in time polynomial in bit size of N .We improve this bound by applying Lattice reduction techniques.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, some mathematical preliminaries are introduced,
like the foundations of lattices, and the concept of lattice reduction technique and its application of solving integer
equation for small solutions. In Section 3, we present our attack followed by comparing with earlier attacks. in
Section 4, we present experiment details of this attack. In Section 5, we analyze the strengths of the proposed attack.
Finally, we draw our conclusions in Section 6.

2

Preliminaries

In this section, we introduce the concept of the lattices, lattice reduction algorithms and Coron’s approach for solving
integer equations.
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Lattices

Let v1 , v2 , · · · , vn be linear independent vectors of Z m , where n, m are two positive integers satisfying n ≤ m. The
linear combination of these vectors using integer coefficients is called a lattice. That is L = {Σni=1 : λi vi |λi ∈ Z}.
The vectors v1 , v2 , · · · , vn is called a lattice basis. The dimension of the lattice is n and it is called the full rank
if m = n. The determinant of L is defined as the Πni=1 vi ∗ , where the vi∗ are orthonormal vectors obtained from
the Gram-Schimdt orthogonalization process. If lattice is full rank, the determinant of the lattice is equal to the
determinant of the matrix by considering the basis vectors as rows.

2.2

Lattice Reduction

For given lattice, there are infinitely many lattice bases. Among all these lattice bases the one which has small norm
other than zero is an interesting one. The basis with small norm is called the reduced basis. Finding the optimal
reduced basis for a given lattice is a hard problem if the dimension of the lattice > 2. So by defining the reduced
basis such that it can be computed in polynomial time is an interesting problem. In 1982, Lenstra, Lenstra, and
Lovasz introduced the notion of LLL-reduced basis and they introduced the polynomial time algorithm too, called
LLL Algorithm. The notion of LLL reduced basis and LLL algorithm refer [2, 9].

2.3

Multi-prime RSA

Multi-prime RSA is an extended version of RSA introduced by the Rivest et.al in their seminal paper [13]. As for RSA,
there exists several attacks on Multi-prime RSA. The first attack on Multi-prime RSA is given by Hinek citeHinek08
N
≤
and it is the extension of Wiener’s attack on RSA [16]. He showed that the secret exponent d satisfies d ≤ 2sk
1r
N
2k(2r−1) , then one can recover the prime factors of the modulus probabilistically.
Later, Ciet et.al [4] extended Boneh-Durfee sub lattice attack [3] on RSA to Multi-prime RSA
√ and he showed
r−

α(r−1)

that given the public informaton (N, e = N α ), if the secret exponent d ≤ N δ satisfies δ ≤
, then the
r
prime factors of the modulus can be factored efficiently. The same result also can be applied by using unravelled
linearization technique [12].There also some attacks exist if Multi-prime RSA with small prime difference among the
primes.For the results in direction please refer [1, 17, 18].
Navneet Ojha et.al [10] also analyzed the Multi-prime RSA if the secret exponent is greater than the public
exponent In this paper, we investigate the Multi-prime RSA cryptosystem if user generates two instances with the
same modulus. That is, user generates two public exponents e1 , e2 and two private exponents d1 , d2 with the same
modulus N . Stusying the cryptosystem with two or more decryption exponents has been started by analyzig the
Wiener’s attack on RSA by Howgrave-Graham [6]. For the multiprime RSA the first attack in this direction given by
1
Hinek and Lam [7] and showed that if d1 , d2 < N δ then modulus can be factored probabilistically if δ < min{ 3+r
7r , r }
in time polynomial in bit size of N . For attacks on other variants by considering two decryption exponents please
refer [11, 15, 19].

2.4

Solving Equations for Small Integer Roots

In this section, we introduce the coron’s approach of solving equations for small integer roots with the ideas of
Jochemsz and May c̃iteJochemay2006 . Suppose one wants the small integer root x01 , · · · , x0n of an irreducible
polynomial f . Assume that root is small so let |x0j | < Xj for all j = 1, 2, · · · , n. Let  be arbtrarily small constant.
Let m be fixed integer depending on 1 . Let maximum degree of xj in f be dj and the maximal coefficient of
d (m−1)

f (x1 X1 , x2 X2 , · · · , xn Xn ) be W , i.e W = kf (x1 X1 , x2 X2 , · · · , xn Xn )k∞ .Define R = W Πnj=1 Xj j
0
f 0 = a−1
0 f modR, where a0 is the constant term of f . Denote f as f .

. Also let

Basic strategy:
Define the sets S and M contains the monomials of f ( m − 1) and f m respectively and set lj = dj (m − 1), which
is the largest exponent of xj that appear as a monomial in S. Next define the shift polynomials
g:

l −ij

xi11 xi22 xi33 . . . xinn f (x1 , x2 , · · · , xn )Πnj=1 Xjj

forxi11 xi22 xi33 xinn ∈ S

g 0 : xi11 xi22 xi33 · · · xinn Rf orxi11 xi22 xi33 · · · xinn ∈ M \ S.
(

(

(1)
(2)

It is trivial that g and g 0 have the common root x1 0), · · · , xn 0) modulo R. The lattice is constructing by
considering the coefficient vectors of g(x1 X1 , x2 X2 , · · · , xn Xn ). Using lexicographic ordering of the monomials
one can get the triangular matrix. The diagonal entries in the row are constant terms in f. So the diagonal
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d (m−1)+i

d (m−1)

j
for the polynomials g 0 .
for the polynomials g and W Πnj=1 Xj j
entries of the matrix are Πnj=1 Xj j
After applying LLL algorithm to the above matrix it outputs n − 1 polynomials having the root of the given
s
polynomial. The condition detL < Rω+2−n reduces to Πnj=1 Xj j < W sw , for sj = Σxi1 xi2 xi3 ...xinn ∈M § ij and
1
2
3
sW = |S|. The choice of R ensures that hi are independent of f . But it does not prevent algebraic dependency
from the polynomials hi . So again by assumption only one can reveal the root.

Extended strategy:
The above process can be extended by considering the extra shifts of the certain variables. If one wants the
extra shift for the variable x1 , one may define the new sets S and M as follows:
S = ∪0≤j≤t xi11 +j xi22 xi33 · · · xinn |xi11 xi22 xi33 · · · xinn .
The above equation is a monomial of f m−1 and M = Monomials ofxi11 xi22 xi33 · · · xinn f |xi11 xi22 xi33 · · · xinn ∈ S.
With These definitions the rest of the strategy follows as basic strategy. In this case the R value is changed to
l
R = W Πnj=1 Xjj , where lj as before.

3

Main Result

In this we introduce the main result and its justification. We follow the approach of Jocemsz and May.
Theorem 1. Let N be a modulus of r-Multi-prime RSA. Let e1 , e2 be two public exponents and d1 , d2 be private
exponents modulo φ(N ). Let d1 , d2 < N δ and |d1 − d2 | < N β . Then the prime factors of the modulus N can be
recovered in poly(LogN ) time when 2rβ − r − 3 + 4rδ < 0.
Justification. From two RSA equations
e1 d1 − k1 φ(N )

=

1,

e2 d2 − k2 φ(N )

=

1.

From above two equations:
e1 e2 (d1 − d2 ) − e2 k1 φ(N ) + e1 k2 φ(N ) = e2 − e1 .
So
f (x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 ) = a1 x1 + a2 x2 + a3 x2 x4 + a4 x3 + a5 x3 x4 + a6 .
Then (d1 − d2 , k1 , k2 , v) is a root of f (x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 ). Since the root is small it can be recovered by using Coppersmiths methods [5]. The approach of Jochemsz and May for choosing the polynomials is used. Let e1 , e2 ≈ N γ ,
d1 , d2 ≈ N δ , |d1 − d2 | < X1 = N β , k1 = (e1 d1 − 1)/(φ(N )) < X2 = N γ+δ−1 , k2 = (e2 d2 )/(φ(N )) < X3 = N γ+δ−1 ,
1
φN = N − S with |S| < (2r − 1)N 1− r = X4 . After applying the above process of finding small integer roots, we get
s1

=

s2

=

s3

=

s4

=

|S| =

1
m(m + 1)(m + 2)(m + 2t + 1),
12
1
m(m + 1)(m + 2)(3m + 4t + 5),
24
1
m(m + 1)(m + 2)(3m + 4t + 5),
24
1
(m + 1)(m + 2)(3m2 + 5m + 8tm + 6t + 6t2 )
24
1
m(m + 1)(m + 2)(m + 2t + 1).
12

Plug t = τ m, then we have
s1

=

s2

=

s3

=

s4

=

|S| =

1
(2τ + 1)m4 + o(m4 ),
12
1
(4τ + 3)m4 + o(m4 ),
24
1
(4τ + 3)m4 + o(m4 ),
24
1
(6τ 2 + 8τ + 3)m4 + o(m4 ),
12
1
(2τ + 1)m4 + o(m4 ).
12
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After cancelled the terms of higher order terms and substitute in Π4j=1 Xj j < W |S| . we get X112
1
24 (4τ +3)

2
1
24 (6τ +8τ +3)

(2τ +1)
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1

X224

(4τ +3)

1

β
+ 81 (2δ +
X3
X4
< W 12 (2τ +1) . Plug the X1 , X2 , X3 , X4 , W values into above inequation we get 12
1
1
1 − r ) < 12 (2 + δ). This further, reduced into 2rβ − r + 4rδ < 0. The result of the LLL algorithm with above
condition produces four polynomials with the root. We Apply the resultant technique repeatedly to get the desired
result. If r = 2, the bound is equal sarkars attack [14].

Corollary 1. Let N be a modulus of the Multi-prime RSA, Let e1 , e2 be two public exponents and d1 , d2 be private
exponents modulo φ(N ). Let d1 , d2 < N δ . Then the prime factors of the modulus N can be recovered (probabilistically)
1
.
in poly(LogN ) time when δ < 16 + 2r
Put β = δ in above result, the desired result is obtained.
The bound in the above attack is extended compare to the Hibek-Lam attack. The following table illustrates the
comparisons.

Figure 1: Hinek-Lam vs our attack
It is trivial that Multi-prime RSA system can be broken for the secret exponent values in our attack, where as
Hinek- Lam cannot.

4

Experiment Details

We implemented the attack program in SAGE 2.1 over windows 7 on a laptop with intel i5 CPU 1.83GHz, 4 GB
RAM and 2MB Cache. We considered the results for m = 3andt = 0, m = 3, t = 1, and m = 3andt = 2 all takes the
few hours of time due to constraint on the lattice dimension. For almost all the inputs, we successfully retrieve the
root. From the lattice, we apply LLL algorithm and considered the first four rows of LLL reduction bases. Then we
repeatedly apply resultant technique for desired output.

5

Conclusions
• Multi-prime RSA is one of the RSA varaint can be used in modern cryptography. But there may some flaws
in the Multi-prime RSA crypto system. In this paper we analyzed this system if user generates two instances
with same modulus.
• We improved the previous bound by using lattice reduction algorithm namely LLL.
• This attack can be extended, if user generates n instances with the same modulus.
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Abstract
Cancer is a major issue that has a great deal with the entire world. It is a fatal disease that affects the lives
of numerous people and will keep on influencing the lives of some more. It is important to develop reliable and
precise system for diagnosing the benign or malignant breast cancer. In this paper an effective hybrid system
for breast cancer classification is presented. The proposed system combines K-means clustering algorithm, fuzzy
rough feature selection (FRFS), and discernibility nearest neighbor (D-KNN) classifier. Compared to other studies
in the breast cancer literature, it is proven that the proposed model outperforms other techniques with accuracy
up to 98.9%.
Keywords: Data mining, discernibility K-nearest neighbor, fuzzy rough feature selection, K-means algorithm

1

Introduction

Today, breast cancer [5] is considered the second essential cause for women deaths that suffer from cancer. Early
diagnosis for breast cancer is considered an important issue as it is one of the essential factors for its treatment. So
there is a need to develop modern and effective systems to deal with this disease and the speed of its diagnosis. Data
mining [8] is an important stage of knowledge discovery for finding and extracting patterns from numerous, noisy
and incomplete data, Figure 1. Handling data mining tasks is a very difficult job for humans especially when they
have to deal with a huge amount of data. Machine learning [13] concept is a branch of artificial intelligence that
is interested in automating the system components. Machine learning algorithms make use of and learn from data
given to it. They are very helpful in dealing with massive data like the case in medical fields.
Data Medical mining is one of the most critically important issues that need attention and better performance
with respect to accuracy and speed factors. Therefore, there were many studies in this field and it still need lots of
research because of the explosive growth in data and its diversity. The research area in the medical field is covered
in large targets such as the diagnosis of some endemic disease, which afflicts various parts of the world. Also, it
addressed how to predict occurrence of a particular disease based on a set of characteristics that may be present
in the medical data. Moreover, suggesting a drug or therapeutic treatment for some diseases according to similar
treated cases from that disease.
Data mining provides various techniques for efficient and effective data analysis for medical data sets. This paper
is interested in preparing data or putting data in a format that facilitates the process of classification of medical
data with efficient and more accurate processing with simple and faster classification algorithm. Data pre-processing
is one of the most important tasks of data mining. It overcomes the data problems that result from human errors,
noise and missing data values that may cause obstacles affecting the analysis process.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is a review on the most related previous studies in
using data mining techniques and machine learning techniques for medical applications and classification of breast
cancer data set. Section 3 describes the techniques and methodologies used in this study such as data discernibility
K-nearest neighbor classifier (D-KNN), K-means clustering algorithm and fuzzy rough feature selection algorithm
(FRFS). Section 4 presents an overview on the proposed model and its components. The output of the experimental
results and conclusion will present in sections 5 and 6 respectively.
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Figure 1: Knowledge discovery process

2

Related Work

There are many studies that worked on breast cancer classification and related techniques used in this paper.
Joshi et al. [11] proposed a model for classifying breast cancer data and used K-means and FF algorithm for faster
diagnosis. The proposed model achieved better results with given data.
Banu and Gomathy [1] made a prediction system that depends on data pre-processing to make medical mining
more efficient. After pre-processing, data clustered using k-means and then they begin to produce maximal frequent
patterns in heart disease dataset using maximal frequent item sets algorithm (MAFIA (. Finally made classification
to produced frequent patterns using C4.5 algorithm with information entropy concept
Bichen et al. [21] developed a hybrid system composed of K-means and support vector machine for breast cancer
diagnosis. Data grouped from UCI to Breast Cancer. The hybrid system achieved good classification with accuracy
up to 97.38%.
Nguyen et al. [16] designed a system for medical diagnosis by combining fuzzy standard additive model (SAM) with
wavelet features. Comparing results from applying fuzzy SAM with wavelet for data reduction on breast cancer and
heart disease with probabilities neural network (PNN), support vector machine (SVM), fuzzy Adaptive resonance
theory (ARTMAP) and adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS). The system proved higher accuracy in
medical diagnosis compared to other techniques.
Ibrahim et al. [6] proposed a comparative study among different feature reduction techniques for evaluating the
most reasonable for medical data. The study included the comparison among fuzzy rough feature selection (FRFS),
rough set attribute reduction (RSAR), gain ratio, principal components analysis (PCA), and correlation feature
selection (CFS). The results showed that FRFS outperforms other techniques over classification algorithms accuracy.

3
3.1

Materials and Methods
Methodology

In this paper an efficient and effective hybrid classifier for breast cancer data is proposed. The proposed model
consists of two main steps. The first step is the preprocessing that combines data cleaning, data clustering and
feature reduction. The second step uses D-KNN classifier for the resulted data in the first step.
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Data Pre-processing

Data preprocessing [8] transforms data from low-quality to an acceptable one that will lead to high-quality mining
results. The proposed model shows how the efficient preprocessing stage for medical data can be developed to
achieve high-quality of data. Hence, it leads to good classification results and improves mining process efficiency.
What meant by data quality is to achieve accuracy, consistency, completeness, timeliness, believability, and to be
understandable. There are many forms of data preprocessing tasks such as data cleaning, data reduction and
data integration. Data cleaning [2] handle missing values, outliers’ recognition and deletion, noise smoothing, and
determining inconsistencies. Data reduction produces a small version of data set that achieves almost equivalent
analytical results. Data integration is important and useful when the data merged from different and multiple data
sources.
3.2.1

Data Clustering

Data clustering [9, 20] is the task of data mining for dividing data into groups that called clusters. Data in the
same cluster are very similar while data in different cluster are dissimilar depending on the values of attributes.
The object’s similarities are depicted frequently using distance measures. The k-means algorithm is an unsupervised
mining clustering technique. K-means is widely applied in bioinformatics and related fields that need to determine
the number of clusters that are appropriate for specific problems [8].
3.2.2

Fuzzy Rough Feature Selection

Fuzzy Rough Feature Selection (FRFS) is a hybrid feature selection and data reduction method for combining rough
set for calculating and determining the attributes dependencies with no loss in its corresponding data sets [10, 7].
FRQuickReduct [7] used for FRFS implementation and used Equation (1),(dependency equation), for calculating
the degree of membership dependency. This membership dependency is between the equivalence classes and its fuzzy
attributes. For each attribute that expands the total dependency is appended to the core attribute set.
P
χ∈U µP OSA (D) (χ)
0
,
(1)
rA (D) =
|U |
where D is for the equivalent classes set on the universe U , A is a specific attribute in the set of fuzzy rough attributes.
The equation of dependency takes the degree of the membership of an object x to the fuzzy positive region of the
fuzzy rough attribute A as a parameter which is:
µP OSA (D) (χ) = sup min(µFi (χ), µP OSA (Fi ) (χ)),

(2)

χ∈U |D

where Fi is the fuzzy attribute subsets in D that is the equivalent classes; µFi (χ) is the degree of the membership of
object x in Fi ; µP OSA (Fi ) indicates the fuzzy positive region corresponding to a fuzzy equivalence class Fi ∈ U/A
which can be displayed as:
µP OSA (Fi ) = sup (µχ (Fi )).

(3)

χ∈U |D

µ(χ) is label for the degree of the membership for the subset fuzzy attributes, (fuzzy membership function). The
corresponding process is iterative for every attribute and the attribute that has the largest dependency is appended
to the core set. This repeats until no more attributes expanding the dependency is preceded.

3.3

Data Classification

Classification [17] is the data mining task that allocates every record in the data set to one of the few predefined
classes. Data set is divided into training and test sets. Training set has a known class labels while the test set labels
are unknown. Classification is likewise characterized as the task of target function (classification model) learning for
mapping each attribute set to its corresponding class label. There are numerous classification algorithms such as
naive Bayesian, neural networks, rule-based classifiers, decision tree, support vector machine, and K-nearest neighbor
classifiers.
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Discernibility K-nearest Neighbor

For each classification technique, there exists a learning algorithm to define the best model for the relationship
between the conditional attributes and class label. Some algorithms make the decision every time they classify data
by contrasting the test set with the training set. These classifiers are called instance-based learning algorithms.
The K-nearest neighbor (KNN) [14] is an instance based classifier and is utilized mainly for pattern recognition.
It assumes that the class label for each instance is the same for its nearest neighbor. KNN is one of most simple
and easy to use classification techniques. There are many variations for KNN because of its simplicity that help to
enhance its predictive accuracy. KNN example is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: A KNN example

As shown in Figure 2, if K=5, then the instance xq classified as negative.
There are many variations [19] for KNN such as The Density Based kNN Classifier (DB-kNN), The Variable k
Nearest Neighbor Classifier (VkNN), Class Based K-nearest neighbor (CB-kNN), The Weighted K-nearest neighbor
Classifier (W-kNN), and The Discernibility kNN Classifier (D-kNN).
D-kNN has a structure that considers similar to the original kNN extension of the DB-kNN. The goal of this
algorithm is to make a fast classifier with no loss in the accuracy. From the previous studies, the time for D-KNN is
less than other classifiers time complexity.
D-kNN [4] considers all neighbors distances and their discernibility. Unlike the structure density, it utilizes the
discernibility of each element. For every neighbor, a score is created. The instance score is the discernibility divided
by the corresponding distance. Then, a unique classification score for each class is produced by taking the average
of all scores for the class. The class with the highest score is chosen for classification. The discernibility for every
instance is calculated by taking a radius around each instance (the average between all instances with similar class
labels and that instance).

4

The Proposed Model

The proposed model consists of:
A - Data preprocessing
1) Missing values handling;
2) Clustering using K-means algorithm;
3) Feature reduction by FRFS;
4) Merging the reduced clustered data.
B - Classification using D-KNN;
C - Performance evaluation.
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Data preprocessing [12] is one of the most essential stages for effective data mining. After missing values are
handled, the data are reduced to a set of features which the classification model entirely depends on. It is clear
that the collected data are not initially equipped for the mining purposes. Some of the features or attributes are
insignificant for classification and may be redundant. Classification quality has many factors and feature reduction
is considered a critical issue for its improvements.
Gathering similar instances in the same pattern help the feature reduction process to retrieve the most significant
attributes. Clustering [3] using K-means algorithm is a good method because of its simplicity and hidden patterns
recognition from data set. K-means clustering algorithm showed in Figure 3.

Figure 3: K-means algorithm

The clusters are then passed to the feature reduction algorithm to extract the features which the decision depends
on. Fuzzy rough feature selection (FRFS) [15] is utilized for feature reduction because of its advantages to handle
noisy, discrete and continuous data with no loss. FRFS quick reduct for FRFS automation displayed in Figure 4.
The significant attributes in each cluster are merged together, without repetition, to form the final reduct used
later in the classification process. Figure 5 shows the main steps involved in the proposed model.

5
5.1

Experimental Results
Data Set

Data set used from UCI machine learning repository [18] for examining the proposed model is breast cancer. Table 1
shows a description for Breast cancer data sets.
Table 1: Breast cancer data set description
Dataset characteristics
Attribute characteristics
Missing values

Multivariate
Integer
Yes

Attributes
Instances
Class

10
699
2

Breast cancer data set contains 699 cases for patients who had experienced surgery for breast cancer. The yield
values are either 2 or 4 demonstrating that resting tumor protuberance (benign) or risky bump (malignant). Nine
different fields are esteemed from 1 to 10 in addition to ID number. The undertaking is to figure out whether the
identified tumor is benign (2) or malignant (4) given estimations of nine characteristics.
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Figure 4: FRQuickReduct algorithm

5.2

Model Results

First, the data set is preprocessed for noisy and missing values using WEKA and then rapid miner used for clustering
utilizing the K-means algorithms with K=2. Clustering process shown in Figure 6.
Second, the clustered data are reduced by FRFS using WEKA then the reduced features are merged to produce a
new data set.
Finally, Discernibility k-nearest neighbor Classifier (D-kNN) is utilized for classification.
The proposed system classifies new instances of breast cancer test set with accuracy up to 98.9%. Compared to
previous studies on the same data set (breast cancer); the proposed system approved its efficiency for increasing the
accuracy. Table 2 shows the proposed model accuracy for classifying breast cancer data and other techniques used
for the same purpose.
Table 2: Comparison between proposed and previous studies on breast cancer data set
Classification models
ANFIS
Fuzzy-MLP
SVM
SOFM+PGA
k-means +SVM
SOFM +Fuzzy Rough
K-means +FRFS+ discernibility NN

Accuracy
96.59
96.3
95
94.2
97.38
97
98.9

The proposed model outperforms the previous studies as displayed in Figure 7. The higher performance of the
proposed model is due to the effective preprocessing step combined with simple, easy to use and fast classifier.

6

Conclusion

An effective classifier for breast cancer has been presented. The proposed model has composed of the intelligent softcomputing techniques (handling missing values + data clustering using K-means algorithm + feature reduction using
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Figure 6: Clustering process

Figure 7: Proposed system vs. previous studies
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FRFS + data classification using D-KNN for the merged reduced features). Such operations have been performed
to achieve higher accuracy and better classification of breast cancer data. The proposed model has been compared
to more than one study that is interested in classifying the same data. It has been proven that the proposed model
outperforms other related techniques.
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